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In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, August 21, 1971

Rites Incomplete
For Homer Rayburn

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

10,Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXII No. 197

Administration Prepares
Court Action Against The
Governor Of Texas Today

Funeral arrangements for
Homer W. Rayburn remain incomplete early this morning. The
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of the funeral
and burial services.
it nice note from Mrs. Robbie F.
Rayburn,age 57, of Royal OakSenslee of Highland Park,
alich., died Thursday at ten
am, at the Harper Hospital,
Michigan. She's been without the
Detroit, Mich.
Ledger and Times for awhile,
The deceased is a former
having been in the hospital with a
broken hip. Says she fell coming
resident of Calloway County. He
was born here October 19, 1913,
down her church steps. Wants
and was the son of the late Sidney
the paper started again. She ends
Rayburn and Gertie Miller
her letter with "Would like to be
Rayburn. He was preceded in
back in Good Old Kentucky".
death by one sister, Mrs. Jewel
Hutchens, and two brothers,
We bear arguments from time to
The Murray Division of the
Ottis Rayburn and Hayburn
By NORMAN KEMPSTER consumer attitudes, showed
time on the money spent on space
Tappan Company will resume
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The Friday that 78.1 per cent of
Rayburn.
flights and "what good are
normal operations on Monday,
administration,
Rayburn
buoyed by poll those questioned believed the
was
employed
as
a
they?"
August 23, after having been
results showing the public freeze was a good idea. Ninety
chemist at the Ford Motor
closed for two weeks' feu the
strongly supports its wage-price per cent said they believed it
Company, Mt. Clemens, Mich. He
Here are a few facts which show
annual summer vacation.
freeze,
prepared today its first would help stop inflation and
was
a
veteran
of
World
War
H.
have
people all over the nation
During the two weeks' period,
C414,OWAY HOMEMAKERS Council melt.plan the faff activitks. Pictured are,lowelleg, Mrs. Survivors are his wife,
attempt
to enforce the new create new lobs.
Mrs.
benefitted from space flights.
skelton crews have been working
United Mine workers
N.P:Cavitt, South Murray,family life chairman, Mrs. Ruth Futrell, president, &wayside, and Mrs. Madeline Rayburn of
Royal Oak, in the shipping, maintenance, economic program with court But the
David Palmer,president, Wadesboro; first row, Mrs. Alfred Taylor, county vice-president, Mrs. Ray Mich., one borther, Joe
Union Friday blasted the wageaction.
Rayburn
For example, hundreds of Kloas, secretary, Welcome Wagon, Little Miss Ramsey, Mrs. Francis Osmos,
secretary, of Farmington Route One, and and cleaning of the plant.
The target of Justice Depart- price freeze as an "unconstitu•
thousands of lives have been Harris Grove, Mrs. Lowell Palmer, Wadesboro, committee chairman of Court
Tappan manufactures ranges
House ladies rest several nieces and nephews.
ment attorneys was Texas Gov. tional attempt of the adminissaved by accurate predictions of room, Mrs. Lacy Alderdice, president, Pottertown, and Mrs. Anton Herndon, New
and is Murray's largest inProvidence,
Preston Smith. Smith Friday tration to impose involuntar)
the paths of hurricanes- county secretary-treasurer; second row, Mrs. West, Pottertown, Mrs. John Workman, president,
dustrial plant. Operation of the
defied
President Nixon's plan servitude upon the nation':
predictions made possible by North Murray, Mrs. Clifton Jones, vice-president, Harris.Grove, Mrs. Milford Orr,
plant began here in Murray in
president, South
by ordering pay raises for organized workers."
1946.
satellite weather pictures. These Pleasant Grove, chairman of Extension Assembly room committee; third row, Mrs. Holmes
Dunn,
132,000 Texas teachers and And the American Federation
pictures saved an estimated president, Suburban, Mrs.Kenneth Ramsey, outgoing president, Town and Country,
Mrs. Uremia!
other state employes. He of State, County and Municipal
50,000 lives in Hurricane Camille Maggard, president, South Murray,Mrs. Ernest Madrey, Penny, county chairman
on bow II
contended Nixon had no legal Employes said the freeze was
hi August, 1909, by providing a Concerns, and Mrs. Virginia Henry, vice-president, South Murrati,
right to overrule raises author- an "outrageously discriminatowarning in time to evacuate
ized by the Texas legislature. ry program and we intend to
homes and buildings in Camille's
Federal officials started pre- treat it with the contempt it
Path.
paration of a civil suit they said deserves."
Global weather forecasting,
would be filed Tuesday in The two unions joined the
now planned to start in 1976 and
By BOB MILLER
A driverless 1961 Chevrolet Austin against Smith and Texas
1977, is expected to enable
FT. MCPHERSON, Ga. Impala collided with the State Treasurer Jesse James. AFL-CIO Council which Thursmeteorologists to predict the
UPIi —Lt. Gen. Albert 0. Calloway County Jail at Third Nixon, in ordering his plan into day announced it would not
cooperate with the administraweather two weeks in advance. The
Calloway
County Homemakers began their year's
Connor, commander of the and Walnuts Streets on Friday at effect last Sunday, acted under
Homemakers Council planned work with an officiers training By United Press International Third Army, Friday found U. 10:42 a.m., according to the a federal law providing for a tion.
Such predictions should save the fall activities at the meeting
Joining the unions in attackSevere thunderstorms were William Calley's conviction report f filed by the officers of the
$5,000 fine against violators.
billions of dollars each year in held Wednesday afternoon at the meeting with Mrs. Maxine scattered around the nation
ing the plan was Sen. George S.
legally
Murray
correct
HickPolice
but
Agent
reduced
Extension
Department.
in
Griffin,
his
No
The President's Cost of McGovern, 1D-S.D., the only
farming, construction, tran- County Extension office on Maple
during the night.
life sentence for the murder of one was reported injured.
man County and in charge of
Living Council asked the announced Democratic pressportation and in preventing loss Street.
The
National
Weather
Service
organizational work, directing
22 Vietnamese civilians at My The car, owned by Joe Cochran Justice Department to take
from storms and floods.
idential candidate. In a statesaid today most of the activity Lai to 20 years.
Mrs. Alfred Taylor, county
of Murray Route One, was action against Smith, saying it
Other space research spin-offs: vice president, presided in the the raining.
ment prepared for a news
was
concentrated
in
the Guff That means Calley will be parked in front of Gibson's
procedure was
Parliamentary
regretted the
Democratic conference at Tampa, Fla.,
Business efficiency has been absence of the president, Mrs.
and
South
Atlantic
Coast
mock
1977
with
the
ending
a
late
parole
eligible
in
Frozen Food Locker, headed east governor had "chosen a course
for
immeasurably increased by the Harold Eversmeyer who, along taught
today McGovern said Nixon's
officers held a regions, the western
on North Third Street. The car if defiance" instead of cooperaor early 1978.
satellite's, ability to provide with her family, are touring meeting where the
program "will not work" and
and
from
the
Central
officer
Each
session.
practice
Altrerge
rolled
W.
down
Latimer,
the
Calley's
hill
across
tion.
cheaper and more reliable iong- Canada and the western part of
predicted "the corporate giants
the Northeast.
received
information
her
said
attorney,
he
was
Walnut
Street,
striking
pleased
the
stop
It was the first legal move to
range communications.
the United States.
responsibilities.
A thunderstorm dropped with the reduction, but still sign at 3rd and Walnut Streets, enforce the economic program. will reap big profits." He called
Satellites now carry about half
for an 82 per cent tax on
The secretary-treasurer, Mrs. Mrs. Alfred Taylor, county quarter-inch hail on Holland, hopes to have Calley's convic- and stopping at the northeast
the world's long-distance in- Anton Herndon,
Most of organized la bar„ "excess profits" by large
read the minutes vice-president, told the club vice- Mich. Another put half-inch hail tion reversed.
corner
of
the
County
the
Jail,
ternational telephone, telegraph and gave the
financial reportt. presidents about the state awards north of Flint, Mich. Marble- The Citizens Commission of police report said. The driver of Joined by prominent Demo- corporations to be added to the
and television communications. Mrs. Milford
crats, continued to clamor freeze on wages, prices and
orr, chairman of and area awards that are being sized hail pelted areas 15 miles Inquiry into US. War Crimes in the car was in the food locker
Coat of a telephone channel has the Assembly
igainst the plan, arguing the rents.
Room Committee, offered to the county having the southwest of Aberdeen, S.D.
Washington said Connor, while when the accident occurred.
system favored big business at . In Indianapolis Friday, Combeen cut from 06,000 to about reported that
the Tappan kitchen largest percentage wise gain in
acknowledging Calley's legal Damage to the car was on the the expense of working people.'merce Secretary Maurice
0300 in the past six years.
Stens
Winds gusted to 52 miles an
cabinets, stove, and refrigerator membership.
guilt, "could have only been front end and right side. Damge Two groups staged a demon- said he believed there would be
Demands of space flight helped had been installed.
hour
at
Lewistown,
The storage
Mont.,
Points were discussed on ways
acting under one of two was reported to the stop sign, to stration against the 90-day "some action with respect to
push computers from a small cabinets for
supplies have been of increasing the Homemakers during a thunderstorm. In six assumptions. Either hat murtaw shrub at the jail, and one e freeze late Friday outside the prices and wages" after the 90.
businss 25 years ago to an $8- completed and
hours, an inch of rain soaked dering Vietnamese civilians
the draperies for
is brick was broken out of the White House. Park police said day period ends Nov. 12. He
billion-a-year Industry.
(Continued
Six)
on
Page
Erie, Pa.
the room have beeli made by
of no significance or that Galley corner of the jail, according to they arrested 48 members of said
A new fabric used in space is members of the
there
might
be
a
Town and
was merely carrying out the police report.
the Progressive Labor Party "selective freeze."
made by laminating a plastic Country Club.
policy.
unofficial
official
The
or
and Students For a Democratic The White House Friday
material with a thin layer of Plans for the
annual fall trip of
Pentagon's handling of all war
Society on charges of failing to placed its $100 billion-a-year
aluminum. The fabric now is the County Homemakers
were
crimes allegations demongive notice prior to a demon- purchasing power in support of
marketed in special blankets, given by Mrs.
Harold Giles. The
strates that both assumptions
stration. There was no violence. the program by directing
sleeping bags and sportsmen's group will attend
the Purchase
have long been adhered to by
Nixon was at his San Clemente, federal agencies to halt all
apparel.
Area Homemakers meeting to be
the military leadership."
Selected Fire departments held at the
dealings with companies that
Seven persons were cited by Calif., home.
Cabana Club,
The Western White House
across the country are testing Paducah, on
the Murray Police Department A telephone poll conducted by
Tuesday, October
(Continued on Page Six)
said comment on the Calley
new fire protective outfits 26,and while in
yesterday and last night, ac- Mellinger Si Co., which surveys
Paducah will tour
development would be "inap... .'. .
developed from garments used the Citizens
ibeasseareessentswesanseasews
w~
cording to the citation reports.
National Bank
propriate."
by NASA rescue Crews.
building to see the Ray Harm
This morning at 2:45 two
F. Lee Bailey, . civilian
A space sensor, smaller than prints.
persons were cited for disorderly
attorney for Calley's commanthe head of a pin, can be inserted Mrs. Robert
conduct, public drunkenness, and
By KIM WILLENSON
Hopkins, chairthe
DMZ
and
spotters
reported
der, Capt. Ernest L. Medina,
Into a vein or an artery to man of the Crafts
committee, SAIGON (UM —The U.S. 28 secondary explosions indicat- who is currently on trial for 102 petty larceny,and at 3:23 another
measure blood pressure without reported that a
craft will be command today ordered the ing fuel or ammunition stores murders, said he was not person was cited for driving
interfering with circulation.
while intoxicated. Other citations
planned for each month to be grounding of all American had been ignited.
familiar with the legal points in
Special mirrors placed on the taught by someone other than the observation
helicopters along
Military sources said mean- Calley's case ''but as to the were one for reckless driving at
moon reflect laser beams back to I Extensid agent.
11:30 p.m. one for no operators
Clubs may the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) while that allied troops near reduction
of sentence, I think it
earth and enable astronomers to choose their own
license and reckless driving at
crafts from defense line because of intense Mai Lac, 10 miles south of the it appropriate.'•
measure the earth-moon distance these planned
9:55 p.m. one for public
or for others of North Vietnamese antiaircraft DMZ, spotted at least three
Caney will remain confined to drunkenness at 10:15 p.m. and
to an accuracy of inches. With their own choosing,
Mrs. Hopkins fire, military sources said.
North
Vietnamese
tanks.
Allied
quarters
his
officer
at
bachelor
these measurements, scientists said.
one for driving on suspended or
Four U.S. helicopters were armored units were issued
WASHINGTON (UPI ) —The mg that tney cannot take effect
Ft. Benning, Ga. pending final revoked license at three p.m. ,all
can detect wobbles in the rotation Projects for the year
by the shot down Friday.
extra
supplies
of
anti-tank
President Cost of
living until the federal government
action by President Nixon.
of the earth on its axis. From this County Council
on Friday.
More than 20 B52 bombers ammunition and more weapons.
include the
Council has released another permits?
The case now goes to the U.S.
information may come the ability completion and upkeep
flying
in seven waves dropped The B52 raids have been
of the
list of questions and answers, A. The freeze does not
for
to predict earthquakes.
Assembly Room at the Extension more than 1.2 million pounds of increased steadily to try to cut Military Court of Appeals
FIREMEN CALLED
the second such set, designed to terminate bargaining for wage
of
Secretary
review,
to
the
then
office, the ladies restroom in the bombs along the 25-mile-long down on the heavy Communist
explain the wage-price-rent changes during the 90-day
Calloway County Court House, allied defense network along shelling of the allied defense the Army, and, finally, to the The Murray Fire Department freeze:
period. However, no wage
President.
answered a call Friday at 3:05
YOUTH FELLOWSHIPS
the making of ditty bags for the the DMZ, the scene of heavy system.
increase negotiated during the
further p.m to the Murray Hatchery at GENERAL
Any
could
these
of
servicemen, donating food to be fighting for 10 days, the U.S. B52 bombers struck six times
Q. Must auto dealers continue 90-day period can go into effect
reduce the sentence or erase 406 South 4th Street. Thirteen
The Junior High and Senior auctioned for the Rescue Squad, command reported.
in waves of three planes each
to charge the 7 per cent excise during the period of the freeze.
High Youth FelloThips of the and support of the Friends of the
Despite the pounding by B52s against North Vietnamese troop the finding of guilt, but the 20- regular and four volunteer tax on 1971 year-end
automobile Q. Can a union and manageFirst United Methodist Church of Library.
and other jet fighter-bombers, concentrations, bunker com- year sentence cannot be in- firemen answered the call. The sales?
ment negotiate for pay indamage
creased.
was
not
the
Murray will meet at the home of
extent
of
Officers Training
the North Vietnamese kept up plexes and rocket and mortar
Calley, 28. of Miami, Fla.. listed on the fire department A. Yes, the excise tax creases to be effective after the
Mr. and Mrs. William Ryan, During the morning the an unrelenting bombardment
of emplacements in a line stretch- was
remains in effect and must be date of the freeze but also
convicted last March 29, records early this morning.
Wiswell Road, on Sunday at
allied bases below the nominal- ing due south from the area of
collected until such time as retroactive to cover the freeze
and
later.
days
two
sentenced
seven p.m. for discussion and
ly neutral DMZ dividing North Fire Base Fuller, military
Congress rescinds it. The period?
President Nixon ordered' Calley
recreation.
YOUNG PEOPLE
and South Vietnam.
spokesmen said.
President has requested author- A. No.
Military sources said the The bombers, carrying 30 removed from the stockade and The Young People of the First
ity to rescind the excise tas, Q. In the case of a negotiated
pilots of the 0H6 light tons of bombs apiece, dropped held under house arrest until Christian Church will meet at the
retroactive to Aug. 15. If this increase that became effective
his case was ultimately decid"Love Power" is the subject of observation helicopters which more than
500 tons of ed.
church on Sunday, August 22, at authority is approved
by Aug. 9, 1971, with payment for
the sermon by Dr. David C. Roos, normally fly dozens of missions explosives onto North
Vietnafour p.m. to go as a group to play Congress, rebates will be made that week received by the
minister of the First Christian a day were grounded when mese positions in a
continuing
miniature golf. All young people to automobile purchasers.
employees on Aug. 13, 1971, is it
Church,for the 10:50 a.m. service altiaircraft fire got so thick campaign to crush
an 11-day.
FREE KITTENS
are invited.
Partly cloudy and warm with on Sunday, August =.
permissible to pay the retroacRENTS
commanders
decided
the
spot
old
.Communist
offensive
little change in temperature The scripture will be from
tive portion of the increase
Q.
If
a
rent
agreement
is
missions
ting
were not worth against the allied defense Seven, seven-week-old kittens
through Sunday. Widely scat- Romans 5:6-11 with Don McCord
is currently
being
signed Aug. 1 but effective date which
network along the DMZ. The will be given away by the owner.
FREE PUPPIES
tered mainly afternoon thun- as the worship leader. Dr. James the risk.
is after Aug. 15, does the computes for the employees
No
Americans
were
killed
four'
defense
one
line
begins
The
at
the
Gulf
has
owner
also
Two puppies are free to persons
dershowers through Sunday. C. Hart and Lyle Underwood are
involved?
although a number of crewm of Tonkin and extends in zigzag month old kitten and one part for a good home. For further increase apply?
Highs today and Sunday in the elders for the month.
A. Yes.
A.
No.
were wounded in the loss of
fashion for 25 miles.
Persian. Interested persons information call 753-5001 or 436upper 80s and low 90s. Lows
Q. If a salary increase was
John Hart will light the candles four helicopters Friday.
IMPORTS
Communists
should
call
The
753-5883.
went
ahead
5446.
tonight in the 60s and low 70s. on Sunday morning.
granted and the employee
U.S. Air Force spokesme despite the raids, shelling Fire
Q. Can the 10 per cent import
actually performed under the
Deaconesses and deacons will said today F4 Phantom je Base
tax surcharge be applied to
Fuller with 80 rounds of
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
new rate prior to Aug. 15, 1971,
be Glenn Card, 0. B. Boone, Jr. fighter-bombers last Sunda 120mm mortars and hitting
Now You Know
GIRLS COURT
goods already in stock'
can he be paid at the higher
Elmer Collins, A. B. Crass, M. C carried out the largest raid
By
International
United
Press
A.
No.
Girls
ither allied positions along the
Women of Woodcraft
The Extended Kentucky Ellis, Johnny Quertermous, Johr
rate if the pay day is after
Cornelis Drebble built the Court 7719 will meet on Monday. WAGES
with ground
weather outlook Monday through Reagan, Mrs. Wayne Sheeks, and a single target since th *tense line
Aug. 15?
Wednesday: Mostly fair with Auburn Wells. Greeters will be Laotian invasion last February assaults and rocket barrages first submarine, which traveled August 23, from six to eight p.m. Q. Does the freeze terminate
A....Yes if there are adequate
12-15
on
feet
surface
below
the
blast
Phantoms
Vietnamese
regular
south
of
monthly
26
casualtiei
meeting bargaining for rage changes records to demonstrate that the
for the
little change in temperatures. Mr. and Mrs. James Clopton anc A wave
the
Thames
trials
River
during
Communist positions near Fire, were put at one killed and twc
at the Woodmen Hall. Al during the 90-day period or can increase was put into effect
Lows in 60s and low 70s. Highs in Mr. and Mrs. Frank Roberts.
between 1620 and 1624
Base Serge, 14 miles south or wounded.
members are urged to attend. these proceed, with understand- prior to the freeze date.
fkia and low 90s.

Tappan Company To
Resume Operations
After Vacation

Fall Activities Planned
By Homemakers Council

Thunderstorms
Scattered Across
Nation Last Night

U.S. Choppers
On DMZ Ordered
Grounded Today

Sermon Subject Is
Listed For Sunday

The Weather

Calley's
Sentence
Reduced

Texas Governor Orders
Pay Raises For Teachers

Driverless Car Has
Accident Friday
With County Jail

Seven Persons Are
Cited By Police

Cost Of Living Council
Releases More Questions
And Answers On Policies
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PAGE THREE
PAGE TWO

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
The Abnanac
By United Press International
Today is Saturday, Aug. 21,
the 233rd day of 1971.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars are Venus
and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury, Mars and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Leo.
Britain's Princess Margaret
was born Aug. 21, 1930.
On this day in history:
In 1940 Leon Trotsky, a prime
Wilder of Soviet communism,
was assassinated in Mexico

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER 4 TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,Inc., 103N 4th St., Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916
JAMES C. WILLIAMS,PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
Or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best interest
of our readers
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WITMER CO , 1509
Madison Ave. Memphis. Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg , New York, N
Stephenson Bldg , Detroit, Mich.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter.
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray, $.35 per week, $1.52 per

month. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties, $7.50 per year;
other destinations within 130 miles of Murray, $15.00; more than 150
miles from Murray, 111.00.
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

SATURDAY—AUGUST 21. 1971

In 1951 the United States
urdered construction of the
world's first atomic submarine
In 1965 American space twins
Gordon Cooper and Charles
Conrad began their eight-day
Gemini V orbital flight.
In 1968 Soviet and other
Warsaw Pact forces invaded
Czechoslovakia to choke off a
growing drive to free the nation
from Moscow rule.

Ten Years Ago Today
LODGER & TIMM NM

Mrs. Irene Hoke, age 36, died August 19 at her home at Coldwater.
Dr. C. E. Parker of Murray attended the annual dental conference held at the University of Mississippi.
New officers of the Chief Chennubby District Committee of the
Boy Scouts of America are Dr. James C. Hart,Norman Hale, Dan
Johnston, Prentice McClain, and William Terrill.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Return To Peyton Place."
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This year, the
right down the
country's sixty
enthusiasts-divi
two camps. On
highly-mechaniz
believe in taking
of home into the
the other is the
who choose to U
pack and them
Whether your 1
summer or fall
homelike traile
weight tent, ad
methods, suci
depends on
ingredients: goo
equipment and
this time of
vacationers are
The second is rn
planning than of
third is a matte
and good advice
You can hel
health for your fi
few simple pi
suggestion is an

WARRANTED CHASE
CINCINNATI
( UPI)—Mary
M. Ginn swore out a warrant
against a neighbor in an
apartment building here on a
charge
of "harboring
an
animal."
Mrs. Ginn said the animal
was a bobcat, named Remus,
who chased her down the
hallway.

20 Years Ago Today
LZDGIR•TD1128

CaBoway County Schools will be in full swing on August 23,
according to Huron Jeffrey, superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.
Rev. Billy Hurt and Rev. H. S. Herndon are speakers for the
outdbor revival now in progress at the Hazel City Park, located
one mile north of Hazel on Highway 95.
Mr.and Mrs. H. W.(Stub) Wilson are the parents of a baby boy
born on August 17 at the Murray Hospital.
Dr. H. Leo Eddleman, pastor of the Parkland Baptist-Church
Louisville, was the speaker at the First Baptist Church on Sunday
in the absence of the pastor, Dr. H. C. Chiles, who is on vacation

SATURDAY—AUGUST 21, 1971

SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
EXKUT1VE VICE Pit/SIDENT

30YearsAgoThisWeek

Southern States Industrial Council

LIDO= & TOMS FILM

Deaths reported this week are Johnnie Pat Boyd, age 14, Paul
Thurman, age 17, Goebel McClain, Charles E. Douglas, age 62.
Samuel B. Gardner, Mrs. John Brock, Charles Edward Douglas,
James Marshall Weatherford, and Mrs. Margie E. Bynum.
Robert C. Buchanan has been promoted to the rank of corporal
at Base Camp, Reeves, La.
The Calloway County Fair will be held October 1-3 at the A. G.
Outland and Jack Farmer tobacco barns.
Miss Irene Morgan and Will Esker Ray were married August 7
by Bro. L H. Pogue at his honk.
John Ed Scott, son of Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott of Murray, was
one of three students of the Defense Training Course in Materials
Testing and Inspection of the University of Kentucky to be interviewed in a round table discussion of Education for Defense
over Radio Station WHAS, Louisville.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl hiblet Jr.
George Meany, the sometimes right, often wrong
leader of labor leaders, is a attempting to revive an
old and fraudulent political indictment. In a speech
the other day he referred to the Great Depression as
the " Hoovei. Depression." Do you suppose he
already knows what tactics are planned for 1972?
"Some people's thoughts are so
shallow they don't even reach
their heads."
. —Stanislaw J. Lee

Bible Thoughtfor Today
The Lord God formed man of dust of the ground.—Genesis 2:7.
It is not so important where we came from as where we are
going.
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MYSTERY SHROUDS SPANISH SEA CHEST — Dr.Caul
Clausen (center) a II. , ne archaeologist, and his helpcis work to open an ,incii.nt Spanish sea chest found
tinder about eight feet f -.and in the Gulf of Mexico ofr
North Florida. It has bi ri shut since at least July 15.
1733. when 3 hurrican, I'Vd(t'd a flet-t or Spanish
ships. Opening the box, i titkli,11 because its boaid,
decay as theN
v out

SINGER GOES FLAT—Riding to the grandstand for her
performance at the Wisconsin State Fair in West Allis,
singer Pearl Bailey is surprised when her golf cart goes
into reverse too fast.

THE NIXON ECONOMIC PLAN
If President Nixon can curb inflation, reduce unemployment
and stabilize the dollar by means of his new economic measures,
he American people will be profoundly thankful and critics of the
administration will be disarmed. But the effectiveness of the
roposals already is being questioned by business-oriented
xonomists.
Dr. Milton Friedman of the University of Chicago, a leading
'Tee enterprise economist and former Nixon adviser, has exressed disappointment in the 90-day wage-price freeze an-bounced by the President."Wages and prices are symptoms, not
auses of inflation," he said. "Controls have never done more
Ilan repress the symptoms of inflation. People will find ways
whereby wages and prices will be changed."
On the other hand, Mr. Nixon's resort to a wage-price freeze
resulted in approving comment from Prof. John Kenneth
Galbraith of Harvard University, a leading liberal economist. Dr.
Galbraith said the Nixon freeze was "sound policy," adding that
the government should go on "to work out permanent controls."
Certainly, the business leaders who expressed approval of the
Nixon economic measures should bear in mind that short-term
controls are an invitation to long-term controls over wages, prices
and rents.
In the past,these controls failed to work. They resulted in black
markets and underhanded deals. The economic theory behind
them is faulty,for it assumes that government intervention in the
economy can lead to increased prosperity. Historically, however,
prosperity has been the result of an absence of government intervention in the free play of market forces.
Mr. Nixon's economic proposals are varied and complex. Some
of the actions seem helpful, such as the surcharge on imports,
repeal of the auto excise tax and the restoration of the investment
Lax credit. The proposed delay of the administration's Family
Assistance Act, which would double the number of persons on
welfare,is welcome news. As a matter of fact, the proposed delay
may serve as a face-saving device for the administration,
inasmuch as powerful opposition has developed to enactment of
the inflationary FAP proposal.
Nevertheless, the administration measures leave some confusion in the public mind and don't truly deal with economic
fundamentals. At this writing, it is not clear what wage hikes will
be affected by the President's plan. Businessmen are wondering
how the administration measures will affect union agreements
with built-in-cost-of-living escalator clauses. Will these clauses be
declared null and void for 90 days?
The administration has said that enforcement will be accomplished on a voluntary basis, but such an approach hasn't
worked in the past. Yet if enforcement machinery is required, the
federal government will have to expand its already swollen army
of bureaucrats.
The Wall Street Journal has properly asked what happens after
90 days—a very short period of time. "Unless something is done ti
curb the underlying inflationary pressures," the paper said.
"they continue building up, forcing distortions in the wage-price
structures and breaking out in explosive increases whenever the
freeze is removed."

12030
LINCOLN'S HOME NOW A SHRINE — President Nixon
signs a bill establishing the home of Abraham Lincoln
as a national historical site in Springfield, Ill He is
using the desk on which Lincoln wrote his first inaugural address in 1881. At the left is Illinois Gov. Richard
Ogilvie: right is Rep. Paul Findley, R-Ill., bill's sponsor.
VEALERS Choice 180-240 lbs.
vealers 40.00-45.00, mixed Good
and Choice 36.00-40.00, Choice
240.350 lbs. calves 37.00-40.00,
Federal State Market News mixed Good and Choice 33.0037.50.
Service
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Monday 16 Mayfield, Kentucky
Mayfield Livestock Market: High Choice 250.350 lbs. 43.5050.50, High Choice 300-400 lbs.
Livestock weighed on arrival.
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Cattle this week 736
38.50-40.&0,400400 lbs. 36.5e48.50,
Calves this week 50
500-600 lbs. 34.00-36.50, mixed
COMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
Good and Choice 300-400 lbs.
Slaughter cows .25-.50 higher,
36.50-38.50, 400-500 lbs. 34.00-36.50.
slaughter bulls, calves, and
500400 lbs. 31.50-34.00, Good 300vealers steady, feeders steady to
400 lbs. 34.00-36.50, 400-500 lbs.
strong.
31.50-34.00, 500100 lbs. 29.00-31.50,
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
600-700 lbs. 28.00-29.50.
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30.75-32.75, 500-600 lbs. 29.00.
to Good over 1000 lbs. 24.75-27.50.
31.00, mixed Good and Choice 300SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
400 lbs. 30.75-32.75, 400-500 lbs
VEALERS: Choice 180-240 lbs.
29.00-30.75, 500-600 lbs. 27.00-29.00
vealers 39.50-43.00, mixed Good
and Choice 35.25-39.50 mixed
Now You Know
Good and Choice 240-350 lbs. John Adams, who later
calves 33.00-35.25.
became the second President of
FEEDER STEERS: Few High the United States, was the
Choice 250-350 lbs. 46.00-51.50, defense lawyer in the trial of
Choice 42.00-46.00, Choice 300-400 the British soldiers involved in
lbs. 39.50-42.00, 400-500 lbs. 37.50- the Boston "massacre."
19.50, 500-600 lbs. 35.50-37.50,
4 4• 41 444.44.44 44
Mixed Good and Choice 300-400
S
ADULTS
lbs. 37.50-39.50, 400-500 lbs. 35.50-•
•
ALL SHOWS •
'17.50, 500-600 lbs. 33.00-35.50,
rrood 400-500 lbs. 32.00-35.50, 500SOO lbs. 30.00-33.00.
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Sat
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Federal State
Market Report

In instituting wage, price and rent controls, President
Nixon
has adopted many of the proposals made by the Democratic
majority of the Joint Senate-House Economic Committee.
Speaking for that majority, Sen. William Proxmire of Wisconsin
said the day before the President's announcement that
the
government should institute a comprehensive policy of voluntary
sorri Ms*ma *
wage and price guideposts. Indeed the Wall Street Journal
noted
State Market News
that Mr. Nixon had "bought just about every item on the shopping Federal
Service
•
list" of his liberal critics.
Wednesday August 18 Mayfield
Conservative economic observers, therefore, may conclude Kentucky
un atinee 2:15 •
t
Farmers Livestock Market •
that thee administration proposals contain a strong element of
weighed on arrival. • Evening Show at 7:45 I,
Livestock
•
polittenlAesperation—a determination to "do something" even if
Cattle this week 800
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it meaid adopting liberal economic policies.
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wage structure by ignoring the relation of wages to productivity. slaughter calves and vealers 1.00Mr. Nixon's proposals for the economy involve only token, 2.00 hjgber, feeders fully steady.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
Also
temporary reductions in leder* spending and don't touch on the
when
problem of monopoly unionism. As for the wage, price and rent 20.08-32.50, hugh yielding inyou're with it
,
controls, these are completely contrary to the free economy dividual up to 21.00. Cutter 18.50you ill
beliefs fundamental to this nation. Thus the long-term outlook is 4.00, Canner 16.00-18.50.
in Color
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•
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1000
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Backpacking Or Trailer CampingHere Are Good Health Tips For Both

'21, 1971

This year, the open road cuts
right down the middle of the
country's sixty million camping
enthusiasts-dividing them into
two camps. On one side is the
highly-mechanized majority who
believe in taking all the comforts
of home into the wilderness. On
the other is the growing number
who choose to take only a backpack and themselves.
Whether your housing for a late
summer or fall vacation is a
homelike trailer or a jeatherweight tent, advocates of both
methods, success or failure
depends on three major
Ingredients: good weather, good
equipment and good health. At
this time of year, most
vacationers are assured the first.
The second is more a matter of
planning than of money, and the
third is a matter of good sense
and good advice.
You can help assure good
health for your family with just a
few simple precautions. One
suggestion is an early visit to the

•

I

family doctore to make sure that American Red cross first-aid pockets tailored to fit your
everyone is up to the challenge of manual, aspirin, an antiseptic supplies. Fasten ties on it and you
a camping trip.
ointment, antacids, a fever have a compact, light, first-aid
Backpacking is, of course, thermometer, lotion or spray for kit for your pack.
more strenuous, but for un- poison ivy or insect bites, anconditioned muscles, unloading tihistimines, first-aid supplies, a Since camping is a relaxed
the trailer or pitching a tent kaolin-pectin mixture
for form of recreation, what you
aren't exactly motel living either. diarrhea, milk of magnesia,
important-unless
If you do develop aches and pains liquid antibacterial skin clean- wear isn't that
one
from unaccustomed exertion, an ser, insect repellent, eye drops you are backpacking. Then
crucial to
aspirin or two will help relieve and suntan creams. Anti-motion item of clothing can be
-perhaps even
the distress But the wise camper sickness pills can be included for your good health
to your life!
will remember to take everything carsickness or seasickness.
in easy stages.
The first rule for backpackers Soft, good fitting, light hiking
Seasoned campers pack a is to leave all the bottles and jars boots are essential for all
simple, inexpensive medical kit at home. Take along small tins of members of the family. They
for health
emergencies that aspirin, a package of water- should
be thoroughly watermight occur along the way. The sterilization
tablets, and proofed with silicone-impregcontainer and contents will adhesive strips in plastic sand- nated wax or a good aerosol
depend on the method of camping wich bags; buy small containers spray water repellent. Like
you and your family select. In of antiseptics and burn ointment; ski boots, they should be snugly
either case, however, space is a include poison ivy medication, a laced to prevent rubbing and
prime consideration.
snake bit kit, small scissors ans blisters. Two pair of socks are
For trailers and campers a tweezers, elastic bandage and recommended-long, heavy wool
light, but sturdy, box makes an triangular bandage, along with socks, over a thin, close-fitting
ideal container. It should always large gauze squares-and lots of pair-for comfort and protection.
be stored "up front" where it is moleskin for potection against A sprinkle of foot powder in socks
easily accessible and should blisters. Sew your own rollup and boots helps keep feet comcontain the
following: an case from cotton scraps with fortable and dry.

Land Between The Lakes
Camping-Fishing-Boating-Hunting-Nature Study

GI

SATURDAY-AUGUST 21, 1971

utkrn

GANDFISfliNG

FRANKFORT, Ky.—In the past two or three
weeks there have been many bad days for fishing,
due mainly to high water levels resulting from
unusually heavy rains.
Most often in the midsummer season there is too
little water in the impoundments—too little and too
hot to offer real good fishing. This year there is too
much water. Although the water temperatures have
been much lower than average this summer, this
great influx has caused the lakes to rise and fall like
a yo-yo. There are those who will tell you that fish
will not bite on a rising or falling water, claiming
that the changes in water levels cause the fish to
become frightehed, seeking the deeper water out of
reach of the fisherman's lure.
There are many views on the effect of this rising
and falling action. Some say that on a rise the fish
will hit vigorously; that they'll not hit in falling
water. Some say just the opposite. Others claim
they'll hit neither on a rise nor a fall, and there are
those who claim water fluctuation makes little
difference. So take your pick.
But you may be able to pa, some heed to the
trotline fishermen who make tix r very best catches
during a mild water rise. When it's falling they
might as well take out their lines, they say.
Having dispensed with all the variables, we can go
on to more tangible results. It's a fact that Lake
Cumberland, for instance, has had its waters lapping at or above the timberline for the past few days.
That is unusual to say the least. Usually at this time
of year this lake's waters may be from 15 to 25 feet
below the timberline and these shallower waters
make the beds of the tributaries more accessible to

fishermen.
Dale Hollow Lake water level has been most
unusual this summer. It is also at the timberline,
and this is almost unheard of at this period of the
summer for Dale.
And so it goes with other lakes—all having
abundant water, sometimes murky, sometimes
muddy, sometimes clear, but rising and falling by
the dictates of the extremely heavy rainfall.
Again, we say this fluctuation has had an effect on
fishing, and it's for the worse.
But on the other hand, there is a plus sign as a
result of the "monsoon" season in Kentucky. The
water temperature at one foot below the surface is
much lower this August than it was for the same
period last year. And with the cooler water fish
should bite better.
According to the readings taken by conservation
officers, the average temperature for the first nine
days of August this summer is almost three degrees
lower than it was for the same period last year, and
three degrees to a fish is a lot.
In speaking "for" the fish let us hasten to point out
we are guided by their actions. For instance, when
the white bass are ready to run, they'll hang back at
59 degrees, but when three degrees are added,
they'll start their move into the shallow waters. This
is at least partial proof that three degrees can make
a whale of a difference to fish action.
Nevertheless,-let's remember that Kentucky is a
good fishing state, one of the best, and we are due a
bad year occasionally It's just like the farmer, who
can expect an inferior tobacco crop every once in a
while.
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Wedding Vows Read
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SATURDAY—AUGUST 21.

Cunningham Home
Scene Of Meeting
Of Women's Group

Roberts-Thurman Vows Read

Mrs. Robert Weston
Hostess For Meet
Of Circle I WSCS

1971

Mrs. Robert Weston opened her
some for the meeting of Circle 1
af the Women's Society ol
Christian Service of the First
United Methodist Church held on
Tuesday, August 17, at two
o'clock in the afternoon.
The meeting was opened with
the group repeating "The Lord's
Prayer".
Mrs. David Henry was in
charge of the program on the
theme,"Worshipping God". She
gave a story entitled "The
Measure You Give" by Roy L
Smith and a poem,"Given and It
Shall Be Given". Mrs. Henry
closed the program with prayer
During the business session the
Circle voted to have a bazaar ir
November following the regular
meeting and all visitors are
welcome. Forty-three visits tt
the sick and shut-ins were
reported by the members for the
past month.
Lovely refreshments were
served by Mrs. Robert Weston
assisted by a guest, Mrs. W.H
Weston, the fifteen menbers.

The August meeting of the
Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of the North Pleasant
Grove Church was held at the
home of Mrs. Paul Cunningham
on Thursday, August 12, at seven
o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Ed Glover, president,
the scripture from Matthew
read
Club
Homemakers
The Dexter
6:5-8; 21-22, and conducted the
net Thursday, August 12, at 9:30
business meeting. Prayer was led
The sixth annual Arnold family
.m. at the Community Center
by
Paul Cunningham. The
Murray
held
at
the
reunion
was
Overby,
Lyda
with Mrs.
women voted to send the SepCity Park on Sunday, August 8,
esident, presiding.
tember Missionary Messenger
• Mrs. June Pritchett read the with Mr.and Mrs. L. B. Arnold as
into the homes of members of the
.devotion from Psalms 1:13. Mrs. the hosts.
church.
Alene Pritchett, secretary, called Five generations were present.
Part of the Bible study book,
roll, read the minutes, and Relatives from Kentucky;
"Joy For An Anxious Age", was
nnessee, Ohio, Illinois,
ve the treasurer's report.
given by Mrs. Margaret Nell
en members answered the Wisconsin, Michigan, and
Boyd.
roll call. Mrs. Lola Parrish was Washington, D. C., were in atAn inspiring message on "The
welcomed back to the club after tendance.
Bible
Speaks About Prayer" was
oldest
person
present
was
The
health.
ill
due
to
'Nan absence
presented by Rev. Ed Glover,
Plans were made for the club to a grand aunt, the Arnold's
pastor of the church.
have a Country Musical on brothers from Pontiac, Mich.,
The group
repeated The
the
youngest
person
present
and
ll,
at
six
September
Saturday,
i.Lord's Prayer in unison at the
in. at the Dexter Community was only seven months old from
of
the
meeting.
close
Center. Tickets will be sold on a Lexington, Tenn.
Refreshements of ice cream, pie,
handmade bed quilt to be given One hundred and thirty-five
and Coke.; were served by the
away at eight p.m. Refresh- persons were present for the
hostess.
ments will be sold with all reunion which will be held in
Members present were Mrs.
donations being given to the Parsons, Tenn. ,next year.
Delia Graham, Mis Nix
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Darnell
' Crippled Children's Telethon.
Crawford, Mrs. Ed Glover, Mrs.
The public is invited.
Margaret Nell Boyd, and Mrs.
' Other members present were
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Darnell were married in a double ring
Cunningham. Guests were Rev.
Mrs. Linda Conner, Mrs. Dollie
ceremony at the Russell's Chapel United Methodist Church with
Glover and Mr. Cunningham.
Saturday, August 21
' Colson, and Mrs. Irene MitRev. A.M. Thomas officiating.
The September 9th meeting
chuson. One visitor was Mrs. B. K. Farley of Murray has
A Sock-Hop for the junior high
The recent bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Elkins
will be with Mrs. Merrit Lawson
been a patient at Lourdes
Ave Colson.
of Murray Route Six, and the groom is the son of Mrs. Velva group will be held at the Calloway
Mrs. Joe Thomas Thurman
with Mrs. Nix Crawford as the
The next meeting will be held Hospital, Paducah.
Darnell of G & H Mobile Homes, Murray, and James Lee Darnell County Country Club from 7:30 to
ten p.m. Each member may Miss Nancy Elizabeth Roberts, empire waistline and a stand up program leader.
of Murray Route Three.
A reception was held at the home of the bride's parents invite two guests and the ad- daughter of Mrs. Tax Roberts cowl collar fashioned of the lace
following the ceremony.
mission is 75 cents per person. and the late Mr. Roberts, became pattern with the lace repeated on
The couple is now at home on Murray Route Six. A complete Music will be by the Merle Pride the bride of Joe Thomas Thur- the cuffs of the long fitted
Get eggs into the refrigman, son of Mrs. Galen Thur- sleeves.
account of the wedding appeared in the August 14th issue of the Band
erator as soon as possible
an
The
easy
skirt
was
cut
with
man,
Sr.,
and
the
late
Mr.
Ledger & Times.
Sunday, August 22
Thurman, on Saturday, July 24, A-line flair, with back interest after purchasing to make
sure they etaSi their fresh
The Junior High and Senior in the Parkview Baptist Church, defined with a deep panel. Her
'Ugh Youth Fellowships of the Jackson, Tenn.
leaddress was a silk Dior bow to goodness until you are
ready to use them. Remove
First United Methodist Church
Rev. Norman
Culpepper which was attached a shoulder only the number of
eggs
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hill of are Luther Fticherson of Puryear, will meet at the home of Mr. and performed the impressive double length circular veil of imported from
the storage container
Murray Route Two are the Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Mrs. William Ryan, Murray ring ceremony at four o'clock in illusion.
that you need for a recipe.
Route Seven, at seven p.m.
parents of a baby boy, Gregory Doran of Murray Route One.
She carried a bouquet Don't take the. whole conthe afternoon.
Gene, weighing eight pounds
The bride chose for her wed- fashioned of white baby mums, tainer out, áM then leave
Monday, August n
three ounces„ born on Tuesday, Michael Roy is the name
ding an informal length gown of baby's breath, and was accented it at room temperature for
Red white peau de soie combined with with love knots.
August 10, at 6:50 p.m. at the chosen by Mrs. and Mrs. Roy The Calloway County
10 or 15 minutes. Even this
Murray-Calloway County Thorn of Almo Route One for Cross Volunteers will meet at Swiss lace. The gown featured an
Mrs. Gene Roberts was the brief period out of the cold
1:30 p.m. in the conference room
flospital.
matron of honor. She wore an refrigerator can deteriorate
their baby boy, weighing seven
The new father is employed at pounds twelve ounces, born on of the Murray-Calloway County
informal length gown of blue the quality of eggs.
Convalescent Ward to plan their
he Benton Auto Supply.
similar in design to the bridal
Thursday, August 19, at 6:04 p.m.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. at the Murray-Calloway County work which will begin in SeptBy Abigail Van Buren
gown and a matching blue
ember. All uniformed Volun- Sunday dinner guests of Mr. headpiece. Mrs. Roberts carried
Fashion for fall Includes
Amos Hill of Murray and Mr. and Hospital.
teers, former Volunteers or Gray and Mrs. Charlie Kimbro and pink baby mums, baby's breath, clothes inspired by other
DEAR ABBY: I am a widow in my late sixties. I've Mrs. Leon Burkeen of Dexter
The new father is employed at
Ladies, and those interested in Merle on August 15 were Mr. and and was accented with pink love times, other places, accordbeen going with a very fine widower for some time. We Route One. Great grandparnts Stall's
Cleanup Shop.
ing to a review of the
becoming Volunteers are urged Mrs. Joe (Eva Mae Kirnbro) knots.
enjoy each other's company a great deal, and be has never are Mr.and Mrs.G.D. Thompson
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. to attend. For more information Brown of Santa Fe Springs,
Montgomery Ward catalog.
Mrs.
Galen
Murray,
Mr.
and
perfect
gentleman
in
all
the
time
I've
been anything but a
Galen Thurman served
The look hack, with sew
y Thorn and Mr. and Mrs, call 753-1421.
California, Mr. and Mrs. Edmon brother as best man.
Chapman and Mrs. Eva P.
known him.
Hafford Carroll, all of Almo
Kimbro of Oak Ridge, Tenn., Mr. The couple left for an unan- refinements and interpretaHe recently gave me a washing machine as a gift. I Burkeen, all of Dexter Route Route One.
Mrs. Danny Phillips and nounced wedding trip with the tions, includes peasant inand
The
Board
of
Directors
of
the
One.
hesitated at first, but later I accepted it.
Jamie,
Mr. and Mrs. Keys Mc- bride wearing a black and white fluences, Spanish boleros,
Murray
Chapter
of
National
Do you think that was an appropriate gift from a
gilt trims suggesting the
Rickey, Tonya, DeAnn,
Cuiston,
gentleman?
SECOND THOUGHTS
knit dress designed with long Far East, and ScandinaviMr. and Mrs. Roy Scott, Jr., 625 Mr. and Mrs. Don Murray of Secretaries Association (Int."
Mrs.
Ronnie
Mr.
and
and
Darren,
will meet at the Bank of Murray
sleeves. Her accessories were an-type prints—all convergDEAR SECOND: It was an appropriate gift from a Broad Street, Murray, announce Benton Route l'hree announce at five p.m. All
and Mrs. Euel
ing on the scene at once.
officers and Kimbro, Mr.
black patent.
the
birth
of
a
baby
girl,
Michelle
Melinda
baby
girl,
birth
of
a
the
teatimes who would like to get his laundry tato your maKimbro, Kathey Kimbro, and
Intricate embroidery, colorMr.and Mrs.Thurman are no
Lyon, weighing seven pounds, Kaye, weighing eight pounds, committee chairmen are urged to
chine.
Wade Herndon, all of Murray. residing at their home on 121 ful Indian designs and
born on Thursday, August 12, at born on Tuesday, August 17, at attend.
Afternoon visitors were Mr. and Dogwood Drive in Murray.
crackerbarrel prints
11:59 a.m. at the Murray- 7:19 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Mrs. Debs Cuningham of Benton
abound.
DEAR ABBY: Well, it's slave labor season for Mr. and Calloway County Hospital.
Women of Woodcraft Girls
County Hospital.
and Mr. and Mrs. William
Mrs. Summer Cottage Owners, but don't let it get you down.
They have another daughter, The new father is employed by Court 729 will meet from six to
Kimbro of Lynn Grove.
Toward the end of the week, allow your groceries to run low. Lone Ann, age 3%. The father is he Johnson Construction
eight p.m. for the regular
When the freeloaders arrive, greet them warmly, but employed by the General Tire Company at Calvert City.
monthly meeting at the Woodmen
apologetically. ["We're sorry, we didn't know you were and Rubber Company, Mayfield. Mr. an Mrs. Reece Murray Hall. All members are urged to
Miss Billene G. Burton of
coming, but if Mr. Freeloader will drive 20 miles back to
Murray has been a patient at the
The grandparents are Mr. and and Mrs. Hazel Edwards, all of attend.
ice-blue
town and pick up a few items, we can all have a good time Mrs. Roy Scott, Sr., of Murray Benton Route 'Three, are the
Western Baptist Hospital
anyway."]
Paducah.
Route Two and Mr. and Mrs. grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday, August 24
Don't stop at groceries. Have cigarets, liquor and beer on Cody Bray of Murray. A great Gilbert Henson of Benton Route
Omicron Alpha Chapter of Tau
your list. If the freeloaders actually get the list filled for grandmother is Mrs. Emma Four, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Murray Phi Lambda will meet at the
you, when they return with the stuff, don't offer to Bray of Murray.
of Benton Route Three, and Mr. home of Mrs. Melody Swift, 2071
/
2 Mrs. Coy Hale of Murray has
reimburse them. After all, it's your cottage, fuel, beach,
and Mrs. Andrew Wells of Ed- Irvan, at seven p.m.
been dismissed from the Western
boat, etc., and you didn't invite them.
Baptist Hospit 1, Paducah.
Korey Keith is the name chosen dyville are the great grandAnd don't wait on anybody. If they head for the beach
The Murray Quota Club is
Billy Morton, parents.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
by
deodorant and anti-perspirant
or boat, tell them everyone pitches in with cooking and
scheduled to meet at the
1614 Miller, Murray, for their
cleaning, and keep them busy.
Southside Restaruant at twelve Recently dismissed from the
boy, weighing seven pounds
baby
When the moon comes over the mountain and the
Western Baptist Hospital,
124 ounces, born on Friday, A baby- girl, Mather Lynn, noon.
freeloaders go home, they'll know they've had it, and I'll bet
Paducah, was Mrs. Elsie Mae
August 13, at 6:31 p.m. at the weighing six pounds seven
they don't come back unless they're invited. KATY DIDDIT Murray-Calloway County ounces, was born to Mr.and Mrs. The 1971 yearbooks for Graham of Almo Route Oen.
1.5
Stanley King, 1403 Cardinal Calloway County High School
DEAR KATY: I'm betting against • rehire engage- Hospital.
They have two other sons, Drive, Murray, on Wednesday. may be picked up at the school
ment. la faet, sleet freeloaders would bead for the bilk
fl.
Shane, age eight, and Monty, age August 18, at 2:58 a.m. at the from eight a.m. to three p.m. Sausage storage
as sun as the shopping list appeared.
oz.
four. The father is employed at Murray-Calloway County through Friday, August 27.
the H.
Frirsh pork saiisage does
helps
balance of three dollars is due
DEAR ABBY: Mp-busband has a beard. It is well. the Murray Division of
not retain quality as long
keep
The new father is serving with on each of the yearbooks.
trimmed and so is his hair. Most people think he looks much Tappan Company.
as other fresh pork cuts It
you cool
Grandparents are Mrs. Lola the U. S. Army in California.
better with a beard and I agree.
soon becomes rancid lisp it
and calm
Grove and Mr. The maternal grandparents
Wednesday, August 25
He is a computer programmer but be isn't working now. Morton of Lynn
within one or two day if
Almo
of
Ahart
are
Mrs.
Edwin
Rubene
Mrs.
Lassiter
of
and
Our problem is his mother is always hauling us about his
The executive board of the kept in the refrigerat,,r or
Great grandparents Murray and William Beane of
beard She insists if he were to shave his beard he would get Route One.
Lynn Murray Route Three, and the Kirksey School PTA will meet at one to two months if in the
of
Dunaway
Eva
Mrs.
are
a job We have told her politely to please lay off but she
freezer (preferably
only
Grove, Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey paternal grandparents are Mrs the home of Mrs. Rudy Lovett, one month'.
HASSLED
won't What can we do?
p.m.
Ahart of Almo Route One, and Robbie Raspberry of Murray and Penny-Airport Road, at one
Mr.and Mrs. Eulus Outland Ross King of Livonia, Mich. A
DEAR HASSLED: In future job basting. your
great grandmother is Mrs. Effie
husband might ask prospective employers If they wadi like
if Murray Route Six.
ONE HOUR SERVICE
Beane of Murray Route Three.
him better with Ms hare face hanging sat If the answer is
yes, he can use his ewe jadoseat.
The vamp look with the
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Mannini,
lipsticks and red nail
red
are
the
if Murray Route Seven
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Ballard of polishes is big for the seaDEAR ABBY I don't want to be petty about this, but 3arents of a baby boy, Michael
Murray Court are the parents son. But since the nails will
U irks me Whenever I invite my sister and her husband to a Edward, Jr., weighing seven 745
GOOD MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY ONLY August 23rd, 24th & 25th
3f a baby girl, Christy Ann, attract plenty of attention,
family dinner or picnic. she invariably asks, "Are you going pounds 9% ounces, born on
;weighing seven pounds 10,-2 it is, important to have
to ask Jane" 'Jane is her married daughter who has six Wednesday, August 11, at 1:34
)unces, born on Thursday. them particularly well-manchildren I
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway August 19, at 10 06 p.m at the icured. To prevent chipping
Abby, I have had Jane and her brood to my home for County Hospital.
polish, apply a clear
Murray -Calloway County of nail
many Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners, but when Jane
base coat, then two coats of
They have one daughter, Hosnital
has a family gathering she never invites me.
the color you desire, and
Melissa Ann,age five. The father
Am I wrong to feel I don't have to include Jane every Is a brick mason and the mother The new father is a student at then a top coat. Be sure to
25
time. I have a party/ Perhaps there are others with this Is on leave from the Murray Murray State University and is allow the nails to dry becoats.
tween
problem So what should I say to my sister when she asks Division of the Tappan Company. employed at the local hospital.
FREE' Mothproofing —MiVew proofing
Grandparer.ts are Mr.and Mrs. Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs
me if I am going to invite Jane?
HAD IT WITH JANE
We have shIrtlaundry Services here!
Arent Manninst of Murray and
DEAR HAD IT: Say. "No. ta not going to invite Mr. and Mrs. William N.
Start With Ham
One moue
Jane."
Bland of Murray, Mrs.
For an appealing appetizei
Murdock of Murray Route Seven. Logan G.
What's your problem! Vosell feel better if you get it stlf Great grandparents are Mr. and Sylvester Thomason of Murray ;tart with minced hair. A
your chest. Write to Milli'. Box 111/700. too .4ngetes. Cal. Mrs. Phillip Murdock of Murray Route Three, and Paul Ballard of ipread of minced ham and
SOSO. For a personal reply enclose stamped addressed Route Seven, Mrs. Trudy Adams Quanah, Texas. ‘reat grand- r-eam cheese deliciously tills
701 1 MOSTa DO v CifAs 113
parents are Mrs Laura Bland of celery sticks or covers cheese
esvelooe.
of Murray Route One, Harley
Wiley
Mrs.
and
with
Mr.
Mix
the
ham
Murray,
crackers.
Adams of Mayfield, Mrs. Clyde
Highland Park, Mich. shredded Cheddar, spread on
East Side of Square
Hate to write letters. Send SI to Abby. Box WM. Leo
Brewer of Murray, and Mrs. Pittman of
Henry of Murray saltine crackers or melba toast
4ngeles. Cal. NOW for Abby's booblet. "How to write LoiEstelle Parkhurst of Detroit, and Mrs. Lydia
ONE HOUR SERVICE
-ind broil until the cheese melts
ters for Ml Occasions."
Mich Great great grandparents Route Three.
Thursday, September 9, at 9:30
a.m. at the Dexter Community
Center.

Dexter Homemakers
Club Plans For
Arnold Family Has
Country Musical
Reunion At Park
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lonely.
Blessings Flow".
Center, especially that of the old
Concord is undergoing more The James Pattersons and Spiceland homeplace and of an
spent
a
few
011ie
Stubblefields
Hendon and
face-lifting. Ed
old school group when Walton
Thomas Crowell who bought days in the Great Smoky Sykes taught, bring back many
Mountains
as
have
the
Bro.
Kelley Smith's land are having
memories to Stewart countians.
the land bull dozed in preparation Pigg's. Then the Pattersons But re-living memories of days
visited in Missouri accompanied
for new houses in the future.
past can only be disturbing.
By Estelle Spiceland
Billy Kingins has a new pole by the Joe Pat Futrells.
There's no going back.
August 16, 1971
Pattersons
visited
her
The
T.
barn and has had a bull dozer
We have to comfort ourselves
parents in the Carolinas.
clearing the land around it.
sometimes
as did the poet,
If there had been a drouth Concord School building has a The Bern Giumons of Colorado
everybody would be complaining. new belfry and is undergoing Springs have visited her father, William Cullen Bryant, as he
wondered who guided the water
Since rains have been timely and quite a bit of repair.
Otis Lovins, and his mother in
fowl
in his flight, then said:
garden produce and crops The vacation fever has been New Jersey.
plentiful, all should be singing affecting church attendance and Just a short visit is a vacation "He who from Zone to Zone
"Praise God from Whom All leaving neighborhoods rather for us and Saturday afternoon Guides through the boudles.
sky thy certain flight
was very enjoyable.
the long way that I must
The Auburn Sills', former In
:read
alone,
Stewart countians, who bought
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
Will lead my steps aright."
the Hafford Adams' farm near
mono mune Concord invited us and the Frank
3 Pedal digit
ACROSS
taccatm nalemmp Spicelands
4 Teutonic
of the Randall PatCOPP
IMMO
1 Evaluates
UM
deity
farm,
and the Robert
terson
6 Climbing
MOO
UnININg
PPM
Seagoing
5
plant
vessel
OMMW MORO Oil Bucys for a watermelon feast on
11 Vacation
6 Conducts
MUM MISPOUPR the cool, shady lawn of the Sills'
place
7 Hostelries
OM= PIMP
12 Finishing
8 Sum up
ROMUVRO !IMMO home.
14 Part of
We all enjoyed the fellowship
church
for
Symbol
9
DM MOPUP IOMMO
15 African
nickel
UOL; PROEMniIn and the feast.
antelope
10 Deer's horn
RET110
rpuu UM Mrs. Dewey Crass has bought
17 Symbol for
11 Swift
AILIEURN
tantalum
the home of her brother-in-law,
13 Stares
18 American
NUMMI MGM
openmouthed
essayist
the late Lee Crass, and has
16 Falsehoods
19 Servants
moved to Murray from her home
35 Selected
28 Blackeyes
20 High
19 Specks
stand
Let
it
(slang)
38
New Hope which she sold to a
mountain
at
20 Wideawake
39 Fluent
21 Exists
29 Brand
Mr. Colson we hear.
22 Pigeons
sheep
Nahoor
41
22 Cupolas
30 Treat
23 Is afraid
42 Resort
Several Seats were vacant at
23 Escape
31 Money
44 Man's
25 Subject to fits
24 Lowers in
Good Shepherd Church
the
of
Kind
32
nickname
of depression
rank
fabric(pl.)
46 Spanish
Sunday. Mr. Manliff Miller was
26 Bodies of
,26 Equals
article
33 Escape
water
27 Above
in the hospital following surgery.
28 Float in air
J. C. Mahan of Hill Top Farm
29 Footwear
(RI.)
was lay speaker in the absence of
31 Sing
Bro. Coy Garrett, and Lynn
exultantly
34 Youngsters
Dunn was organist in Mrs.
35 Winds
Knight's place.
spirally
36 Prefix: not
Spiceland
Mrs.
Sally
One, no
celebrated her 80th birthday as a
matter wIlka
38 Part of
dinner guest of her son, F. H.,
leg(PO
her
and then accompanied
39 African
antelope
daughter, Hera, by way of a tour "MADMAN" IDENTIFIED —
40 Physician
A the Educational Center in the Clarence Otis Smith, an
(abbr.)
41 Rock
Land Between the Lakes at her unemployed garbage col42 Winter
lector from Childress, Tex.,
lome in Reidland.
vehicle
43 Carpenter's
The Clyde Spicelands and was identified in a police
tools
laughter, Mrs. Robert Hicks, lineup in Brownsville,
45 Grumble
also toured this vacation at- Tex., as the "laughing and
47 Puff up
48 Thick slices
traction Sunday finding cars giggling madman" who
from many different states hacked two persons to
DOWN
death July 12 at a camp
there.
I Rest
Of course the old pictures on in the Sierra Nevadas
2 The caarna
21
Distr. by ,United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
display at the Educational
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• Drive-In Window Service
• All Work Is Done On The Premises
and Workmanship Of Our Work Is
Guaranteed

olorand
rints

SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

MOTORCYCLE
RACES
West
Kentucky Championship
Scrambles

SUNDAY, AUGUST 22nd
RACES AT — 2 P.M.
TIME TRIALS — 1 P.M.
Sponsored by

West Kentucky Competition
Riders Association

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE ON GROUNDS
AMA Sanctioned

ONE MOOR
CLEANERS

.4. ••

PIE %%I l'S

orzi

EVEN IF
IS A FRIEND,HE
HAS NO RIGHT TO
CRITICIZE Mif LIFE-5NLE!

DI,EAH!

al
9—

Nancy
OKAY, I'LL
TURN ON THE
AIR
CONDITIONER

shirts..,laundered

No Limit

RACES RESCHEDULED
MARION, Ohio (UPI)—The
American Hot Rod Association's Grand Nationals, which
were delayed by rain last July,
have been rescheduled for Aug.
27-28-29 at the Marion County
International Raceway.

Phone 753-9960

THLS
WEEK
ONLY!
to perfection!
On hangers with
any drycleaning
for $ 1 00
order

Along with the growing
popularity of organic foods
comes a new enthusiasm
for organic cosmetics. Virtually all of the major cosmetic houses have introduced a luie of products
containing such natural ingredients as coconut oil,
lemon extract, witch hazel
and cucumber. Witch hazel,
by the way, at least in this
country, may be the oldest

of the orgaruc cosmetics.
The herbel extract has
been a popular freshener
and mild astringent for
more than a hundred years.

Mini-Bike Races and Also a Wheelie Contest

appointments.
office will be
open, August 30,
1971, 9:00 a.m.

August 30, 31 and September 1

Drganic cosmetics

Will be hepd at Kenlake Cycle Club Track, 5 miles
South of Murray on Locust Grove Church Road.

CHIROPRACTOR
Is now accepting

GET THOSE SCHOOL CLOTHES READY NOW...

OIDCe.

William Scheinman of Weiserberger Services, Inc. does not
believe the Dow Jones Industrial Average will get past the
910-915 area "for some months"
despite the recent boom.
-If it should happen, however," he said, "there is a strong
chance the market will go all
the way to 1,000 on the Dow
before the year-end or early
next year.
He said "people were unhappy'. prior to last weekend and
`Nixon's move created a great
sense of relief."

DR. D. CHRIS
EMMERT

DRYCLEANING SALE

the
naviverg-

Wall Street
Chatter

Value line Selection &
Opinion believes in light of the
administration's new plan, a

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

lodes
other
cardthe
log.
elow
tetein-
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strong demand will be generated or American stocks from
abroad because of the revaluation of the dollar.
"American industry and
American stocks look better,"
Value Line says, "foreign
NEW YORK (UPI)—Although industry and foreign stocks look
both the stock and bond less attractive than before.
markets have reacted favorably Furthermore, U.S. issues can
to President Nixon's new now be bought on more
economic policies, Halsey, favorable terms by foreigners."
Stuart Co. does not believe
bond prices have embarked on
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
a prolonged bull market.
-Yields over the next few WASHINGTON (UPI)—Faced
weeks could well run below by rebellions from organized
levels in recent months," the labor, school officials and the
Chicago firm says, but as the governor of Texas, the adminisbusiness recovery proceeds, it tration has declared its wagewill generate a new demand for price freeze will be enforced
without exceptions and hinted
funds.
Halsey, Stuart warned unless at court actions against violathere are some fundamental tors.
changes to deal with the The threat from the adminisinflation problem at its source, tration came as complaints
fixed income investments will against the program to cure the
reflect the erosion in purchas- ailing economy announced Suning power. It believes these day by President Nixon rose in
changes may conic however. pitch. There were these examples:
Nixon's economic program
should "sharply accelerate"
business activity as well as
enhance the investment outlook,
Argus Research Corp. said in
its weekly staff report.
The economic and investment
research firm said "it would be
hard to conceive of a more
powerful program of economic
stimulation." They key, Argus
said, was the "de facto
devaluation" of the dollar.

Located Central Shopping Center
Across From New Mirray Stadium

ANY

2 GARMENTS
Matched suits or 2-piece dresses count as one'

99
Folded

NG

The Colonials
WHO MADE
THESE
CANNON BALLS?

This Coupon Good For

THEY'RE TOO

pA NOR Ds Si&,RUM.
THEY WOWT PVT"

WHATCHAM—N
THINK THIS
RAMR.OD

TALK A usoirr
)
.......
00fLa LOSE ms r

0101e.

v

tfl •

/
•Ac
,ogioteetweretww

on every dry cleaning order of $5.00 or more
at the regular dry cleaning price.

?5th

••., •

Expires Aug. 28, 1971

(WINO

Suede or Formals Not lncuded

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER

,o
t")

Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m.

No Limit

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
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L'il Abner
01
#0111.5min1.%5FiKe3
I'LL KNOW THE CRIMINAL
ITS
CHIPPENDALE CktR
CRIMINAL ACTIONS'"??'•—:

t.44

NEVER
IMAGINED iT WOuLD
GO N FOR THAT
TYPE OF CRIME!!

NOM 5••••••• Ire
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Richie Allen Drives In Four
uns To LeactlA Over Phillies

IR

Mike Clark Turns
From Goat To Hero
In Dallas Victory

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. McCuiston

Okeechobee to the Rescue
Florida Lake Proves Worth

The funeral for Mrs. Raymon
(Florence) McCuiston will be
held today at two p.m. at the
By NEIL HERSHBERG
hit homers, enjoyed greatsl_in the first inning. May
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
UPI Sports Writer
slammed
his
34th
homer
in
the
popularity with the Phillie fans.
;
Funeral Home with Rev. Aubert
Thoma seventh.
i The Philadelphia fans had After the
fifth
By ED FITE
BB 099 and a national television Rose officiating.
tgood reason to boo Ftichie Allen became expendable and was Jim Fairey drove in two runs
UPI Sports Writer
audience, was full of errors
Serving as pallbearers will be
?Friday night.
traded and the Philadelphaa with his first home run of the
DALLAS (UPI) -Mike Clark after each team made a first- Jerry Smith, Junior McCage,
Allen drove in four runs, fans continued to bear a grudge season and Ron Fairly chipped
turned from goat to hero within quarter touchdown.
Ken Barber, James Klmbro,
banged out a homer and two against
Allen
despite
his in with a home run as Bill
singles and walked twice to heroics on the field.
Stoneman won his 14th game of the short span of 90 seconds Calvin Hill, who rambled 89 Geln Eldridge, and Hoyt McFriday night to kick the Dallas yard.s from scrimmage enroute Clure. Burial will be in the
lead the Los Angeles Dodgers
Allen, however, now seems the season in the Expos' victory
Cowboys
to a face-saving 16-15 to a 167-yard night, got the Barnett Cemetery with the
over
the
victory
to a 9-5
content as a member of the over San Francisco.
but arrangements by the Blalockvictory over the Cleveland Cowboys off in front
Phillies.
Dodgers after a brief one- Marty Perez' bases-loaded
. He had a perfect night, going season stay with the St. Louis sacrifice fly in the bottom of Browns in a game that was Browns defensive end Bob Coleman Funeral Home where
Briggs matched that with a 56- friends may call.
3-for-3 in Friday's contest, to Cardinals. He lined a Barry the 12th gave Atlanta the extra- snore fiasco than football.
Mrs. McCuiston, age 76, died
raise his season's average to Lersch pitch off the backdrop inning victory over the Cardin- Clark, a nine-year veteran, yard run with a Craig Morton
missed "a sort of chip shot" fumble.
Thursday at eight a.m. at the
.295 with 18 homers and 69 in dead center field, 450-feet als.
from the 19-yard line wp. 1:53 Don Cockroft, who kicked 31- Murray-Calloway County
RBIs.
away, in the third to put Los The Braves loaded the bases
born
was
Allen has been the center of Angeles on the scoreboard.
on two walks and an error to to play that would have given and 16-yard field goals, missed Hospital. She
controversy on several occa- In other NL action, Cincinnati bring up Perez with one out. the Cowboys the victory, but the extra point try after Briggs' December 27, 1894, in Trigg
,- sions in his major league blanked Pittsburgh 6-0, Chicago The Cardinals drew in their then got another chance from TD, and that eventually was County and her parents were the
:career, being in frequent downed Houston twice 3-2 and outfield but although left fielder the 26-yard line with just 23 the margin of defeat for the late William Penn McCage and
'encounter with both manage- 5-4, Montreal defeated San Lou Brock caught the fly ball, seconds to play and made it. Browns, who have now lost all Mary Catherine Cunningham
McCage. She was a member of
ment and teammates. The Francisco 4-1, Atlanta edged St. Earl Williams beat the throw "I felt some pressure, but I three pre-season starts.
don't like to use that word," Bob Jacobs, the Wyoming the Blood River Baptist Church.
former Phillie constantly was Louis 6-5 in 12 innings and San home for the winning run.
She is survived by her husband.
. the subject of a mixed chorus Diego nipped New York 3-2.
011ie Brown drove in the tie- Clark said later. "If you think rookie, tacked on a 28-yard field
of boos from the less than In the American League breaking run with an eighth- about it is will kill you. I don't goal for the Browns in the third Ramon of Pine Bluff Shores;
congenial Philadelphia fans, Minnesota whipped Baltimore 8- inning double and reliever Al know what happened on the period, but he got one blocked three daughters, Mrs. Robert
.: who readily voice their displea- 5, Detroit edged Milwaukee 3-2, Severinsen put down a Met missed field goal. I just didn't by the Cowboys' Mark Washing- (Marie) Bates of Big Sandy,
hit it solid. It was ... sort of a ton in the fourth quarter.
sure, when he played there.
Tenn., Mrs. Carlton (Modell)
Washington swept a double- rally in the ninth as the Padres
chip shot."
Morton went the route for the Moody and Mrs. David (Edna)
His troubles stemmed from a header from Kansas City 6-3 defeated New York.
The game, played before Cowboys at quarterback despite Rottman, both of Pine Bluff
physical confrontation he had and 8-2, Boston blanked Oaka ragged night that drew boos Shores; one son, Buford Rowlett
several seasons back with land and Vida Blue 1-0,
from the crowd. He hit 12 of 25 of Pine Bluff Shores; one stepson,
teammate Frank 'Thomas, who, California shut out New York 6for 183 yards, but was trapped Keys McCuiston
after hitting several key pinch- 0 and Chicago ripped Cleveland
of Murray
twice and threw one intercep- Route Six; one sister, Mrs.
9-1.
Arrows show flow of water into lake Okeechobee and th• flow from
tion
Romie (Delma) Parker of the lake south to the major cities and Everglades National
J. C. Martin doubled in the
Pali.
Route
seven
Murray
Three;
tying and winning runs in the
By
DON
B.
HOWARD
grandchildren; one great
nightcap and Ferguson Jenkins
FORT MYERS, Fla.--Many moons ago a group of Sembille
grandchild.
Johnny
Sixty-four golfers have begun _..me flight show:
>o.ao.cs.o.0.0.=.0:
4000,0c registered his 20th victory in
Indians stood on the shores of a large body of water and chariBed
Quertermous
playing
Ken
swapping
shots in the annual
"O-kee-cho-bee." In their language this means "big water"
d
By United Press International the opener as the Cubs swept
the description was very accurate. They were pointing at w t
Houston. Jenkins became the men's match play championships Harrell with the winner meeting
American League
was to later become the second largest fresh-water lake wh y
National League's first 20-game at the Calloway Country Club. the winner of the Bill FandrichEast
within the United States.
Sixteen players were paired in Chad Stewart Match.
winner
and
is
major
the
only
W. L Pet. GB
Lake Okeechobee lies 40 miles west, north-west of Palm Beallh,
league pitcher who has 20 each of four flights at the outset- In the lower brackets of the
Baltimore
74 45
Florida. It has a shore line of 135 miles, a length of 35 ml s,
a championship flight and three same flight, Buddy Hewitt, the
games
five
of
the
in
last
each
and, including three small islands, covers an area of 700 squ e
67 57 .540 9/
Boston
1
2
others. Play is scheduled to be defending champion, is slated to
seasons.
miles. The surface is 12.5 to 15.5 feet above sea level, depen g
Detroit
67 57 .537 10
meet
newcomer
Bill
Emener,
Jenkins became the first completed in early or mid Sepupon the water supply; the mean depth is 7 feet and the m I.
The last Tri-State Golf TourNew York
63 62 .504 14
Wednesday,
September
1,
has
with the winner taking on the nament of the 1971 season will be
tember.
morn depth is 15 feet,
• Washington
53 70 .431 23 Cubs' pitcher to win 20 games
The Kis-ernes River Basin, an area of about 4,000 square m s
In charge of the tournamentt winner of the Dow Ryan-M.C. held at the Oaks Country Club been set as the deadline for
five straight seasons since
Cleveland
49 75 .395 271
/
2
receipt of entries in the fall tennis in central Florida, is the principal source of water into the la$e.
are Bill Doss and Ted and Bob Garrott pairing.
"Three
Mordecai
Finger"
Tuesday
Wednesday,
here
and
on
West
championships at the Calloway The water drains from this
David Buckingham meets Jere August 24 and 25.
Billington.
W. L. Pet. GB Brown did it six straight times
watershed into a chain of lakes main source of supply for sou
Only one match has been Stripling with the winner playing The lineups will be the same tor Country Club, according to Hunt that in
ending
and
in
the
1911,
first
turn empties into the ern Florida. Through a sy
Oakland
78 45 .634
Smock,
chairman
of
the
club's
Jigg,s
Lassiter-Karl
the
Converse
played
in
the first round of the
National League hurler to get
both days except the ladies who
Kissimmee River as it flows of 32 canals extending a
Kansas City 63 60 .512 15
activities.
tennis
Mike match in the lower bracket.
five straight 20-game seasons championship flight.
southward almost 100 miles to of 410 miles between Ftrt
tee off from the number one tee
_Chicago
61 63 .492 171
/
2
"Any member wishing to Lake Okeechobee.
Pierce, Fla., and the Keys,
since Warren Spahn in 1956-61. Holton has defeated Al Lindsey 2 Six of the eight first-round Tuesday will tee off from the
, California
58 68 .460 211
/
2
The lake also receives water ter is carried to metropoli
up in an upper bracket match, matches have been completed in number ten Wednesday and vice participate should sign up at the
Lee
May
Perez
and
Tony
:Minnesota
56 66 .459 211
/
2
pro shop before the September 1 4rom the Taylor Creek area urban and developing a
backed the four-hit pitching of and now awaits the winner of the the first flight. In the upper versa.
.Milwaukee
51 71 .418 261
/
2
deadline
and make a $5.00 entry (jsear the city of Okeechobee); These canals are equipped
Ross Grimsley to lead Cincinna- Steve Payne-Bill
Hopson brackets, Bill Thurman has All ladies should bring their
from the FisheaUng Creek to dams to curtail ,drainage
Friday's Results
defeated Clyde Adkins 5 and 4 minimax cards and be on the tee fee deposit for each category In the west of the lake, and
ti to victory over Pittsburgh. Pairing.
from conserve water supplies. WI Chicago 9 Cleveland 1
which he or she wants to comout the canals no water wo Id
The other matches yet to be and awaits the winner of the Don 10 minutes early.
Perez'
homer,
his
22nd
the
Indian
came
Prairie
and
Harney
Minnesota 8 Baltimore 5
be flowing from Lake Okeechoplayed in the first round of the Robinson-Sam Spiceland match. Following are the tee-off times pete," he said.
Pond areas to the northwest.
after
a
two
out
single
by
May
Detroit 3 Milwaukee 2
'Matches will be played in three
bee to the cities on the soupi•
•
•
Also in the upper brackets, for the golfers:
Wash 6 Kansas City 3 (1st)
western coast.
categories for the men, two for
Graves Morris was the winner in
IN THE EARLY days, the
Number 1 Tee
During the recent drought
• Wash 8 Kansas City 2 (aid)
the
women
and
a
mixed
doubles
with
Ralph
match
his
McCuiston. 9:00-Varini, Weis, Graves,
overflow produced by rainy sea- only 2.04 inches of rain was
Boston 1 Oakland 0
competition,
he
noted.
sons flooded surrounding areas corded, compared to 10 to reHe now faces the winner of the Stratton.
18
California 6 New York 0
Doug Wallace-Hunt Smock 9:10-Hall, Hines, Rose, H. In addition to a doubles and spilled over southward into inches last year. Because of the
the Everglades, a marsh and excess water stored in the huge
bracket,
the
men
will
be
playing
match.
Glover.
prairie-like region which almost Like and the network of canals,
Today's Proboble Pitchers
All four Matches in the lower ' 9:20-Lentz, Albritton, Adams, in one of two singles com- encircles
the lake.
water was moved Into the StierBoston (Culp (13-11i at
petitions, depending upon how
By ED McFALL
brackets have been played in the A. Green.
A
major
levee, the Herbert glades National Park. Much
Oakland (Odom 7-9).
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) - "just swinging at it" but he did initial round. Johnny McCage 9:30-Reaves, Clark, Stewart, they finished in the early summer Hoover Dike has been constructwildlife was spared the scourge
New York Bahnsen 10-9) at Dave Hill says he
seeding tournament.
stopped that well enough to fashion a had to go two extra holes before Kennedy.
ed by the flood control district. of the drought.
California (Murphy 6-13), night. wearing glasses becuase he was round of five birdies and one sidelining Ted Billington 1 up and
The
women
will
be
competing
It covers a distance of 100 miles
When the Seminole Indians
9:40-England, Kirchoff,
Washington (Thompson 1-4) playing so bad he didn't want
in both singles and doubles with mound the perimeter of Lake discovered the "Big Water"
now faces Tommy Sanders, who Swisher, Frank.
to bogey.
at Kansas City (Splittorff 5-6), see where the ball
was going."
won his match with Joe Rexroat. 9:50-Weaver, Robinson, their pairings also based on their Okeechobee a reoccurence of they probably did not realize its
night.
seedings in the earlier tour- hurricane-driven wind tides such great importance to the people,
He also claims he doesn't like And he also had an eagle on
Jim Lassiter defeated Jim Barlow, Piercy.
as those that drowned 2.500 wildlife, wilderness, agriculture
Milwaukee (Lockwood 8-9) at tournament golf
par-fifth hole when he was Payne in the bottom brackets and 10:00-B. Davis, Slusmeyer, nament.
anymore and
persons in 1926 and 1928.
and growth of central and
Detroit (Lolich 19-91
Pairings will be announced and
would rather play a friendly
In two, eight feet from the now faces K. 0. Willis, a 3 and 2 McCann, Howell.
The water from the lake is a southern Florida.
Chicago (John 10-12) at game of $2 Nassau.
the
matches
scheduled
im
, and his putt lipped the cup. winner over John Paul's.
10:10-D. Hines, Garrison,
Cleveland Lamb 5-11).
mediately after the September 1
But the brash Hill now has The bogey come on the
In the second flight, five Cowan, Gillespie.
Minnesota ) Kaat 10-9) at his sights on $30,000,
a lot more eventh when he buried his matches have been completed in 10:20-Brewer, P. Green, deadline has been reached. Play
Baltimore
McNally
14 - 4), than he could win at Nassau, by even-iron second shot in a the first round. Jim Frank has Ragsdale, Mitchell.
will get under way September 5.
night.
Each match will be for the raise prices in violation of the
taking a one-stroke lead into
From The
ker and missed a 20-footer won over Vernon C,ohoon 5 and 4, 10:30-S. Davis, Ross, Hester.
best two of three sets with a freeze.
today's third round of the or a par.
Number 10 Tee
and now takes on the winner of
Sunday's Games
The plan includes a 10 per
$150,000 Philadelphia Golf ClasIrvan 9:00-M. Smith, Walker, Orr, three-day allowance for the
the Joey Wilson-John
Boston at Oakland, 2
cent surtax on nonquota implaying of a given match.
sic at the suburban Whitemarsh
match, in the upper brackets. Bennett.
New York at California
ports, and administration offiValley Country Club.
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
9:10-V. Jones, E. Caldwell,
Washington at Kansas City
cials indicated this will be By United Press International
Hill shot his second succesBuddy Spann is the other upper Atkins, Arnold.
Milwaukee at Detroit
removed as soon as other
sive four-under par 68 Friday to
bracket winner with a win over 9:20-Bobo,Lyles, James, Lee
STANFORD, Calif. - Jim
Chicago at Cleveland
nations agree on a satisfactory Rowley, a freshman at the
exchange places at the top with
Knight. He will next it 9:30-M. Miller, Isbell,
Richard
Minnesota at Baltimore
devaluation of the dollar.
his younger brother, Mike, the
University of California at
fLoatinued from Page I)
International meet Jim Converse or Jack Shell, Latimer, Shuffett.
The devaluation is sought to Berkeley, after completing six
first round leader with a 36-hole By United Press
first- 9:40-Clymer,
their
play
yet
to
have
who
Hinton,
clubs
membership.
Two
Clubs'
National League
Leading Batters
improve an unfavorable Ameri- days of an experiment in which
total of 136, eight-under par.
round match.
DuPerrieu, Cook..
have a membership waiting list.
East
(Based on 325 at bats)
This gave him the slim lead
lower brackets of the 9:50-D. Brooks, P. Glover, M. Homemakers membership is can balance of payments in students "lived" as prison
the
In
W. L Pct. GB
National League
world trade. The move is Inmates:
Dyer Bob Rosburg and Bob
second flight, Bill Doss has Rogers, Weintraub.
open to any one wishing to be a
Pittsburgh
74 52 .587 ..
G. AS. R. H. Pct.
Murphy, each of whom had 70's
defeated Jack White 5 and is 10:00-Maddox, Brown, part of an educational program, expected to make U.S. exports
"It got me so down I couldn't
Chicago
68 55 .553 41
126 492 74 173 .352
IorreSt.L
/
2 for 137.
cheaper and imports more believe it. I just couldn't take it
to
now
scheduled
Meredith.
meet
Fowler,
Calloway
Wrather,
Barletta
Mrs.
St. Louis
.350
74
165
471
117
67 58 .536 61
/
2
Mike Hill, who had an Bckrt, Chi
Philpot,
Lavrtence
and broke down."
wha 10:10-Beshear, Morris, C. Extension Agent, said. Dues are expensive.
New York
60 62 .492 12
121 495 79 184 .331
Additional guidelines for caropening round of 65, fell back Garr, All
and
2. Brooks, Hulse.
West
3
Heron
eliminated
one dollar a year for current
Philadelphia 53 70 .431 191
110 425 47 139 .327
Snglln, Pit
/
2 with a one-over
other winner 10:20-Bryant, Hunt, Sullivan, expenses. Projects sponsored by rying out the economic proFT. MCPHERSON, Ga.73 to be
Montreal
51 71 .418 21
104 412 65 134 .325 Keith Hinton is the
Quite Pit
gram were issued by the Cost From the U.S. Army statement
lower brackets, defeating Pace.
deadlocked
at
the
en
138
with
Tom
Clubs
Homemakers
County
the
West
106 401 65 134.
Jones, NY
of Living Council. The council announcing Third Army comBurke 2 and I. His next 1 0:30-Sexton, Simmons, were listed above.
W. L. Pct. GB Weiskopf, who had a one-under Brck, St.L
121 491 92 158 .322 Bob
made one exception to its ban mander Lt. Gen. Albert 0.
par 71.
opponent will be the winner of the Parker, D. Jones.
Plans are being made to
San Fran
74 52 .587
486 64 152 .313
121
IA
Dvis,
At 139 were George Knudson
Rex Alexander-John Quer- 10:40-Lowry, E. Jones, V. organize new clubs. Persons on pay raises for teachers Connor had reduced from life to
Los Angeles 67 58 .536 61
.313
149
476
61
117
Alou,
/
2 and Jack
whose contract periods start 20 years the sentence of 1st U.
termous, Sr., match.
Nicklaus, while Don
Rogers, M. Anderson.
interested should call the Ex66 62 .516 9
Atlanta
110 384 71 120 .313
Aug. 15 or thereafter, saying William Calley in the My Lai
Bies, Dale Douglass, Gordon Ham, All
In
flight,
the
third
Buddy
-Hibbard,
Longton,
0
0:5
1
tension office at 753-1452.
Houston
61 64 .488 13
American League
teachers and other employes massacre case:
Jones and Grier Jones were at
Buckingham has defeated M.0 Griffin.
The
Officiers
training
closed
Pet
H.
Cincinnati
R.
61 66 .480 131
AS.
G.
/
2 140
Ellis 2 and I in the upper 11:00-Bain, Vowell, Nall, with a potluck luncheon at the could receive boosts based on "Based upon the testimony
San Diego
47 79 .373 27
101 394 61 142 .360
completion of educational re- and evidence presented at
Back at 141 were Deane Diva, Min
brackets,
and will meet the Jim Hoffman.
the
social hall of the First United
Friday's Results
121 440 79 143 .325
Ny
quirements during the freeze trial it -was
Beman, Joe Carr, Joel Gold- litter,
Duiguid-Jack Blackwell winner 11:10-Edwards, Harris, Methodist Church.
determined that the
Chicago 3 Houston 2
116 455 68 140 .306
KC
Otis,
because
this
amounted
to
strand,
a
the
upper
Also
in
next.
Dave
brackets,
Steve
Marr,
Mullinax.
(7urrunins,
conviction was correct in law
Members attendinng the
Chicago 5 Houston4
119 500 77 152 .304
Tvr, Min
"bona fide promotion."
Wayne Doran has won over E.J
Oppermann, Lou Graham and
and fact and that the reduced
raining meeting were Mrs. Janet
.San Diego 3
New York 2
Hal
Fttnnind,
The council also ruled a sentence was appropriate
Randy Wolff. Billy Casper, the
Haverstock and awaits the Dub
Robinson, Progressive; Mrs.
for
,Cincinnati 6 Pittsburgh 0
104 359 65 108 301
defending champion, was
Polly --Joe McCoart winner.
Ruth Futrell, Mrs. Betty Dowdy, business cannot reduce its the offense for which he was
Montreal 4 San Fran 1 Wash
Mnchr,
services
or
the
lower
among
quantity
of
In
brackets
the
a
its
bunch
of the
at 142.
convicted."
and Mrs. Grade Holland, Suntoe Angeles 9 Phila 5
104 335 42 101 .301
same flight, Holmes Ellis August 19, 1971
The field for the remaining
nyside; Mrs. Allene Pritchett and product and maintain the same
Atlanta 6 St. Louis 5 12 inns
114 413 55 124 .300
KC
Rojas,
two days was cut at
squeezed past Bob Billington on
36-hole
VIENNA -.Romanian PresMrs. Lyda Overby, Dexter; Mrs. price during the freeze. It said
Today's Probable Pitchers
Chi 15 390 44 116 .297
a business cannot pass aiong in ident Nicolae
total of 146. Among the victims Ftchrdt,
the 19th hole to win the right to
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Grace Covey and Mrs. Ernest
Ceausescu, in a
Pittsburgh (Ellis 17-61 at
121 480 69 141 .294
Boa
Smith,
were
the
the
winner
form
meet
of
of
the
champion
Masters
higher prices any speech to military cadets
Howard
Mrs Patricia Ann Ballard and Madrey, Penny; Mrs. Lucy
Cincinnati (Simpson 3-5,
in
Del 101 326 53 96 .294
l(aline,
Charles Coody, Bruce CrampKoenen-0. Keller match. Also in Baby Girl, 745 Murray Courts,
Alderdice and Mrs. West Pot- increases in state and local Romania:
San Francisco I Perry 13-I9h
Home Runs
ton, Tommy Aaron, Chi Chi
the
lower
taxes
brackets,
imposed
Gene
during
McThorn
Patsy
Ann
Mrs.
the
Murray,
"The Communist movement
tertown; Mrs. Lorraine F.
at Montreal 1Renko 12-121.
National League: Stargell,
Cutcheon has won over Dick Orr 1 and Baby Boy, Route 1, Abno.
Rodriguez and Dave Stockton.
can no longer be led by ,any
Maggard and Mrs. Virginia freeze.
night.
Pitt 41; May, Cin 34; H. Aaron up
and
now
awaits the winner of
The 34-year-old Hill, two
DISMISSALS
center. Nowhere, in any part of
Henery,South Murray; Mrs.
Los Angeles Alexander 4-4 at
33; Johnson, Phil 28;
the L.C. Ryan-John Watson Ray Linn Nanney, Route 1,
years older than his brother, Atl
the world, does the Communist
Philadelphia
Alfred Taylor, Mrs. Clifton L. INSURANCE OBSOLETE
Fryman 8-4
Williams, All and Montanez
claims he "lost interest" in
match.
Hardin, Miss Sara Lynn Stub- Jones, and Mrs. Frances
•night
Phil 25.
Osmus, WASHINGTON (UPI) -Rep. movement need-- to have a
tournament golf last year and
blefield, 1669 Ryan, Murray, Harris Grove; Mrs. David
ACCUSED
Melton
League:
American
SOLDIER
Houston (Billngham 5-12 at
SHOT
Fred P. Rooney, D-Pa., says leading center. It is necessary
said "I'd rather play a $2
ward Boone, Palmer and
BEIRUT (UPI) -The Sudan Master James
Chi 27; Cash, Det 26: Smith
Chicago (Hands 10-14i.
Mrs. Lowell Palmer, the Federal Trade Commission for each party to act selfNassau. Its more fun."
Petrocelli, Boa, Horton executed by firing squad an Route 7, Mui76y, Mrs Emma Wadesboro;
Bos
Mrs. Charlie should require insurance com- dependently."
St. Louis (Carlton 16-61 at
Hill said he began to lose
Route 1, Almo, Crawford,
army
private
Del and Murcer, NY 22.
accused
Atlanta (Stone 5-41 nig t.
Mrs. John Workman, panies to notify policy holders
of Hands Edwards,
interest just about the time of
shooting to death a largp Ralph Millet Crouch, Route 1, and Mrs. Ivan Outland, North
Runs Batted In
San Diego (Roberts 11-12) at the 1970 U.S.
that their credit card liability BUS CRASH KILLS 45
OW but this
New York (Seaver 13-81, night.
National League: Stargell number of pro-government offi- Murray, Miss Beverly Joan Murray; Mrs. Anton Herndon,
Insurance
now is obsolete -and
didn't stop him from making
2,
Route
Murray,
Mrs.
CASABLANCA, Morocco
Brittain,
Pitt 109; Torre, StL 100; H cers during the July 19
New Providence; Mrs. Milford to refund any
premiums paid (UPI)
some critical comment about
- A bus smashed
Aaron, All 87; Montanez, Phi attempted coup, the Middle Sarah Jane Balgg and Baby Girl, Orr, SoutIV Pleasant Grove; Mrs.
Sooloy's Games
the Hazeltine Course at Chaska,
East News Agency said Friday. Route 8, Murray, Mrs. Audie Howard Giles and Mrs. Kenneth for such insurance since Jan. through a guard rail and
81; Williams, Chi 79.
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati
25.
Minn., and then going out
plunged off a bridge into a
odi, Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Ramsey, Town and
In a disoatch from Khartoum
American League: Killebrew
San Francisco at MontreaV
Country;
Rooney said the new truth in ravine-)Wednesday near
finishing
second
to
Tony Minn 87; F. Robinson, Salt 77 the agency.said Pvt.
Dailey Dunn Waters (to Cony. Mrs. Ray Kloss,
the
Aligned
at
Philadelphia
Angeles
Los
Welcome lending law limits a credit card
Jacklin.
Chestnut, Murray, Wagon.
town of Boulaou, killing 45
Robinson, Ball, Petrocelli Ibrahim Ahmed was convicted Div.), 501
Houston at Chicago
He also said that during B.
holder's liability to no more persons and injuring 25
Murcer, NY and Bando by court martial of shooting Mrs. Florence McCuiston (ex- Clubs' not represented were
others.
St Louis at Atlanta
Friday's round on the par-72, Boa,
than 850, and in some cases to Police said the victims
pired), New Concord.
afficers
under
75.
were
arrest
Oak
York
by
Alms,
New
at
an
Coldwater,
West
Diego
Side,
New no liability at all.
San
6,708-yard course here he- was
all Moroccans.
anti-government group.
Concord, and Suburban.

Standings

Golfers Begin Swapping
Shots In Club Matches

Tri-State
Tourney
Set At Oaks

September 1 Last
Day To Enter CC
Tennis Tournament
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SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky.
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4;00
Aug30C
p.m.

PIANO, USED, rebuilt, timing
repairing. Jetton & Dyer Piano
Sales & Service, Cuba Road,
Mayfield. Evening and Saturday
phone 247-8522.
TFC

HELP WANTED

)
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR RENT

THREE BEDROOM brick house ROOMS FOR GIRLS, with kitNO RELOCATION
on
Catalina Drive. Price chen facilities. Located 1624
A career sales opportunity for
ambitious person currently in reasonable. Phone 753-9445. A26C Hamilton. Phone 753-3402. A27C
sales or management to
represent one of the nation's BY OWNER-3 bedroom brick TWO ROOM Apartment, private,
house, two blocks from college. one mile from College on ColdUSED STOVE and refrigerator, largest companies.
Management
Phone 753-4683 or 753-1790. A25C water Road. Couple only or two
opportunities
in
about 8 months old. Phone 753A24P
the Murray area. A corn
boys Phone 753-4552.
6158.
HOME
12'x65'-1970 MOBILE
A24C bination of salary
and
comSpanish deco, fully carpeted,two
Bright as a New Penny
missions for the first three
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
bedrooms, two baths, also airand
years
of
training.
1108 West Poplar. Phone 753-5230
Unlimited
condition,
Excellent
OUTDOOR
conditioned.
SWING set with two
A24C
earning
potential.
Ready
after
5:00 p.m.
Excellent
for
someone
to
move
Very reasonable price. Phone swings and slide. Will sell cheap. employee benefits.
Call Mr.
TFC Phone 753-2694.
753-4456 after 6:00p.m.
A24C Glover 443-8765 between 9-11
The Answer Could Be YES!
Do Not Be Deceived, Termites
3 bedroom brick in Keenland, HOUSE; THREE bedrooms, airDON'T THROW that rug away. AIR COMPRESSORS;. special a.m.
2 tile baths, central heat an
conditioned, dishwasher, garTermites can re-invade Your Home
An Equal Opportunity
Wort 24 Hours A Day the Year
Clean it with Blue Lustre. You prices on rebuilt units. Small
air, fenced backyard.
bage disposal, refrigerator,
Employer,
M-F
expert
inspections.
make poriadrc
+ Have an
can rent a shampooer for only units for farmers and home workstove, washer and dryer, drapes.
Round ... Winter and Summer
+ in many cases your guarantee or warranty is
ENOUGH SAID!!
A21C shops. Low monthly payment"
$1.00 at Big K.
TFC
Phone 753-8126.
valid only if you have your home inspected
yearly.
plan. 6th and Pine. Phone 753- HOMEWORKERS
WANTED.
Call
Louise
Baker
at
Guy
+ Check your ternite protection NOW.
Number
80,
TRAILER 10'x52'.
3018.
A24C part-time,full-time work at home Spann Realty 753-7724 or 753Shady Oaks Trailer Court. See
mailing our circulars. For details
Once your home has been termite-proofed, there
2409.
is a feeling of relief and new security. Obviously,
Jack Norsworthy or call 489rush
1961
self-addressed, stamped
TRIUMPH
TR3.
Front
end
you want it to stay termite-proofed. And so do
A31C wrecked but all mechanical parts envelope and 35c to US En
2691.
we, your professional pest control operators.
terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
good. $200.00. Phone 753FOR RENT
LET US REASSURE YOU WITH PERIODIC
TOY POODLE, 11 months old, 2359.
A27C Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC
INSPECTIONS.
SPACES TO park your trailers at
AKC Registered. Phone 753-7736
Have you distrubed the soil next to the founA21C ONE MATCHED SET Whirlpool
Green Acres Trailer Court. Nice,
or 753-3523.
MARRIED
COUPLESdation wall? Removal of this chemically treated
washer and dryer. 2 years old.
-quiet, paved street. Telephones,soil can create new avenues of attack *aortaeTRAVEL
b
termite invaders.
Gap, Electricity, and Cable
RED POTATOES, $3.00 per Price $275.00. Phone 753AGES
18
498AND OVER
vision. Available at $22.50 Per
Eurie
Dixon,
bushel.
Call
=5.
A24C
Remember, termites can reenter_your home
Through a crack as small as 1-32nd of an inch.
A21C
8472.
By BOB ANGUS
We have intnediate openings month. Water furnished & garbage picked up. Married couples
Copley News Service
NEW AND used tractor tires B-FLAT CLARINET and case, for 3 couples to represent a only.
Call 753-4539.
AMC
Tractor flats repaired. Speecl. Selmer. Excellent for beginning large southern firm. Must be
A lot of people laughed when
band.
Phone
753-4581.
A24C
free
to
travel
neat
and
,
Co
Tractor
service. Vinson
Ken Harrelson quit baseball in
southwestern
southern
and
Phone 753-4892.
1TC
TWO BEDROOM house, furexperience nished, air-conditioned, large favor of golf.
No
1967 TRAILER, excellent con- states.
But Bob Toski isn't one of
SAVE Big! Clean rugs and dition, reasonable price. Phone necessary. We train you. yard. Available September lat. them. The Hawk's made a beA24C
start.
New
Expense
account
to
753-4061.
$135.00 per month. 1637 Catalina liever of Toski, the little fellow
upholstery with Blue Lustre.
car transportation furnished. Drive.Phone 753-2527.
Rent,new electric shampooer $1
A23C who was one of the game's
Average earnings $450
NOTICE
Western Auto, Home of "The
stars in the early '50s and more
monthly each Apply in Person
A21C
Wishing Well".
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroour recently one of its more reSHAPEMAKERS!!! THE only to:
spected teaching pros.
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Davis apartment,shady back yard, lots
SCHNAUZER easy way to lose weight and inMINIATURE
When Ken despaired of baseof
storage
space,
carpeted
appointment
Terrace Woods Lodge,
puppies, registered, non shed ches fast. Make an
ball and bid adieu to the Clevethroughout.
Phone
753-3312
days
land Indians he singled out
coats. Loving dispositions, top for Free figure analysis. Phone Paris, Tenn.
A21C
A25NC
Tue. & Wed. 16 A.M. to 1 or 753-8096 nights.
Toski as the man he was going
blood lines. Reasonably priced 753-2962.
P.M. only.
Kennels,
to look up to help him sharpen
Melody-Ayre
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- No phone calls please.
his golf game.
Buchanan, Tenn. Phone 901-247NICE
FURNISHED
apartment
C.M.
Murray, Ky.,
"That news was out just a
A25C vice, Box 213,
3345.
for
rent,
on
Kentucky
Lake
and
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far-;
only $90 per month. 17 miles from matter of hours and I started
TFC LADIES WANTED, full
FERGUSON MODEL TO-20 mington,Kentucky.
getting telephone calls from all
tractor with rebuilt motor. Also a
over the country. He ( Harreltime. No
Cli or Part
.
i
Murray.nc
hichog
CataP
T.V.,let
Ae
l
y
.
and
else1961 Volvo automobile and chain WE ARE ready now to deliver or 44
W7
We
e6tra
. in. Phone 753-3056 or 767- tricity for cooking and boating. son can get 3100.000 worth of
saw.Phone 436-2147.
A24C take your order for six vein
A23C Will accomodate 2 or 3 people. publicity quicker than anyone I
stoker or four by seven lump
lcnow," Toski said in an inter41131C view.
Ph"?'436-63211
coal.
Phone
753-1813,
Fulton
Ice
&
VIOLIN-350; Clarinet-340;
•
caliber revolver-340; 22 caliber Coal Service, 408 South 4th
-And he surprised.mar'with
MOBILE011ILE
HOME in a nice his ability. He can hit the ball
Sept.11C
rifle-325. Can be seen at 1068 Street.
location, one mile from Murray
it's just going ,jo be a matRyan Ave.
A21C
AGES 18 AND OVER on New Concord Road. 10x55 with and
ter of a little time -qust a matH 8g R USED FURNITURE is
We have immediate openings expando living room, carpeted. ter of his being able to concenLITTLE GIRL'S dresses, sizes 8 open five days a week 10:00 till
Road.
Concord
for
121,
3 men to represent a large Nice for married couple. Call 436- trate.
Hwy.
on
6:00,
A21C
and 10. Phone 753-2477.
A23C
•lie hits the ball as long as
Lots of nice used furniture and southern firm. Must be single, 5812or 753-6044.
BASEMENT SALE. Singer lots of antiques. Phone 753-6676, neat and free to travel NICE FURNISHED apartments Nicklaus, doesn't have a real
weakness,and I was impressed
A21C southern and southwestern
retractable home phone 753-4716.
Carpet Sweeper,
near campus, reasonable and by his ability to control the ball
states,
no
experience with bath. Also sleeping rooms
cord $20.00, R.C.A. T.V. 21"
as well as he does."
necessary. We train you.
screen
Underwood
85.00.
for college boys. Please call, we
There's no doubt in Toski's
uitrg
Expense
account
to
start.
typewriter 810.00, Royal
14:
may have what you need. Day, mind that Harrelson will earn a
UP
New
LOCK
car
transportation
furtypewriter $8.50, all working.
TFC player's card on the PGA tour.
753-8365,night 753-2891.
nished. Average earnings $450
Also some glassware and an-He'll be a great addition to
Women...
Your
monthly. Apply in person to:
tiques. Can be seen from 12 to 8
FURNISHED APARTMENTS; the pro tour. He's sharp, clever
Saturday, August 21st, at 306 S.
Your Money...
Mr. & Mn.Charles Davis living room, kitchen, bathroom and has lots of color," Toski
nh
4th St.
A21C
Terrace Woods Lodge- with shower and bath. 1 or 2 said.
Your Booze...
Toski has a formula for
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartParis, Tenn.
Tue. & Wed. 10 A.M. to 1 ments, South 18th Street. Phone young golfers - the 3 A's and
SET OF box springs in good
753.6609.
A23C the 3 C's.
P.M. only.
condition. Phone 753-3437. A21P
-They've got to have all of
No phone calls please.
TWO BEDROOM furnished them, ability, ambition and athouse, 10 minutes from Murray. titude - and concentration,
1971 HONDA CB750K, like new,
arrives
composure and confidence.
Couples only. Phone 436•c:1-1
low mileage, custom paint job.
BABY-SITTER
in
my
TOMORROW •L•1 WANTED
2147.
A24C "A lot of them intermingle,
See at 1501 Johnson Blvd. AIX
A23C
home.Phone 753-8610.
but if a young player can conUi
trol them all, he can be a great
at
the
TWO
BEDROOM
furnished
91 INTERNATIONAL Combine,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE duplex
apartment.
air- player."
price-$900.00. Phone 492conditioned. $140-00 Per nmth Toski feels Lee Trevino, cur8374.
A23C
190 ACRE FENCED farm near' plus utilities and
$50.00 deposit. rently enjoying the greatest
106 Kentucky
Lake,Southeast of New Couple or couple and
one child. success run in the history of the
PROFESSIONAL, EX‘SEPI1C TANK cleaning, back
AUTOS FOR SALE
LOOKING FOR a place to live?
Concord. 7-10 mile frontage on Phone 753-1351 or
game, has one thing going for
faifj_:1
r
C_
753-4599.
A21C
0 1:9 E.:3
PERIENCED painter, will work hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753;
'Less than one year old 12'1(50'
wide gravel road. 4 Acre corn
him above all others.
Sept.2C 1967 FALCON Future, 4 door, trailer. Ideally priced for budget
contract jobs, on hourly basis, 5932.
•'He has the greatest golfing
base, 183' well, 20'x25' building THREE BEDROOM Brick house,
$650.00. 1965 Olds F85, $450.00. minded student. Phone 753-7168 CALL YOUR Physician before
has own equipment. Call 489with electricity. $19,000.00 Phone two baths. Utility and Storage gift - the ability to turn his
time
do
full
LIKE
to
WOULD
room
gepoc
emergency
'the
to
coming
1932
Ford.
Can
be
seen
at No. 14
2287.
Jaby-eitting for small children in Shady Oaks Trailer Court. A21P during day or 753-3562 after 5:3r after hours answering service- Earl Redmon, 753-2417 or 436- room. Double carport. Couple or concentration on and off," he
p.m.Dealing with student
A24C family only. Phone 437-4587. A21C said.
A21P
753-5625.
home.
Phone
my
A26C 5572.
Call 753-2626.
SEPTIC TANKS Installed. Call
•*That way there's less physiowner.
for free estimate, Gene Steely, WILL DO sewing for people or 1953 FORD, 2 door, 6 cylinder,
118 ACRE FARM with five room NEWLY DECORATED upstairs cal fatigue. The nervous sysstick, safety inspected, most CROTCHETED SHOULDER FOUND-HOW to reduce your
A21C will make drapes. Call 489753-7850.
frame home, plus other out- furnished room for 2 boys. For tem can take only so much concentration. Lee's as loose as a
A21C dependable. Best offer. Phone bags, newest fall fashions. Order medical bills. Let us quote you a buildings. Located on Route 5, more information phone 7532475.
767-2456.
prescription.
A21P now. Phone 762-3379.
goose.•*
next
your
A23P
price
on
Phone
753-6881.
Murray.
A24P
A21C
4111 Oil
1387.
MI NB
FURNITURE REFINISHING
Bob feels there's too much
No obligation. Uncle Jeff's Safe-T
A21C APPROXIMATELY 3 acres of ROOM FOR BOYS with
premium on the -long ball" in
All work guaranteed. Free pick. 1968 BUICK LaSabre, 4 door, all 13 CU.FT. Whirpool refrigerator. Discount Pharmacy.
kitchen golf today.
up and delivery. Free estimate. power. Original owner. Phone Less than 2 months old. Must
land on Highway 97, V4 mile from and private entrance. $35.00 per
Now it's a drive, a wedge
Antique or natural finish. Jerry 753-4010 after 5:00 p.m.
A23C sell-8130.00. 308S. 15th
percent on cash In City. Large landscaped month. Phone 753-6638. 1008 and putter. Golf's supposed to
SAVE
15
McCoy,753-3045.
Aug24C
Street.
A23C prescriptions at HOLLAND'S. frontage, 300' wide. Beautiful Sharpe Street.
A26C be a game of 14 clubs.'' ,
DUNE BUGGY, 1965 chassis,
Let us quote you a price on your building site or suitable for
Toski, wholeftthe pro tour in
H&R BLOCK
engine rebuilt. Bright yellow, 1970 450 HONDA SCRAMBLER next prescription. No
WANTED TO RENT
subdividing into smaller lots. TWO BEbROOM furnished 1957, had one big year before
(Set address and phone here) I
black hard top, chrome wheels. with helmet and back rest. obligation.
A21C Phone 7534076.
A27C apartment; all paneled; gas hanging it up. Ih '1954'he y/as
I Send ore free plorinahon about you 6 I MARRIED COUPLE wants to
$850.00. Phone Puryear 247Priced low or possible to take
heat. Also small trailer. Phone the leading Toney rtinfiner,
Income Tax Come
5
4
to
country,
in
the
house
rent
3247.
A26C over payments.Phone 753A23C thanks to winning the first'
Dance SMALL FARM; good location; 489-2595.
COCHRAN
LYNDIA
Woe
mile
rooms with bath within a 4
4115.
AZIC Studio announces registration business or future investment.
World Championship touzniAddress
radius of Murray. Phone 4741965 CORVAIR, maroon, good
Ballet, One mile East Murray, ap- -THREE ROOM apartment, mern spitsored by George May
Ctr
Tap
-*Ceases in
A25C
2707.
condition. If interested phone 753- NEW HEAVY duty cutters with
State
iv
Acrobatics, Modern Jazz Phone proximately 10 acres pasture. furnished, including utilities. On in Chicago - and pocketing the
1310.
A23C heavy duty gear box, stump- 753-4647.
Phone
A25C Hog wire fencing, stables, water. Main near 18th Street. Phone 753- 150,000 first prize.
jumper and solid tail wheel. WW
WANT TO RENT three bedroom
Toski now spends six days of
Cozy older 7 room house, modern. 3984.
A23C
and .
1
unfurnished apartment, near 1967 GTO, FULL power, cut up to four inch bush. Five foot
each week at his new love For appointment call 753downtown area. Rent reasonable. automatic, mags, new tires. pick-up, 8325.00. Also four and
TFC THREE
4147
ROOM furnished teaching - al Ocean Reef in
witL3LOC
Largo. Fla.. andOld Baldy
Mae Hinch, phone 753-3582 days Excellent condition. Phone 753- five foot pull type models. One
apartment. Carpeting, garbage
Poplar St , Murray, 753 6251 or 753-5705 nights.
A21NC 7511 or see at 1300 Payne Street, and two iovi new and used three
Country
Club in Saratoga, Wyo.
disposal,
lots
of
closets.
Can
be
APPROXIMATELY 7-eightApartment 2.
A23C point cultivators. Vinson Tractor
seen
at
Owen's
Food
Market,
607
tenths acres, about 3 miles SouthCompany,753-4892.
ITC
A23C BRA BURGLAR SOUGHT
west of Lynn Grove and excellent West Main.
WANT TO BUY
location for basement. On good
1965 FORD Custom, $550.00. Can
road, mail route and school bus EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for ST. LEONARD'S-ON-SEA,
be seen at 1501 Oak Drive or PENTA TREATED lumber.
WANT '1'0 BUY good ,used
England (3.111)-Beryl Bryden
route. Contact Earl Spann, Route
A21NC Resistant to rot and termites.
phone 753-3606.
college girl. 1628 Hamilton
propane gas stove, cheap. Phone
wants her swim - bra back.
Ideal for boat docks and any
2, Pochahontas,lllinois
Ave.
A27C Someone stole it. from a
A23P
753-6104.
weather exposed uses. Murray •
A26C
62775.
FOR SALE OR RENT
lothesline last week at a hotel
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
MODERN BRICK farm home, and she is having trouble
TO BUY; lobs and
ITC
Murray,Kentucky.
ELECTRIC heat,air1
2 miles from Murray, North on !inding a replacement to fa her
DUPLEX: LARGE 3 bedroom 8/
standing timber. Also have for TRAILER:
from
miles
3
641.
Unusually nice. Carpeting, 10-34-50 figure. "It's not funny,"
conditioned,
and
central
heat
carpet,
units,
PRICE; Irish Setter
sale lumber and sawdust.
SPECIAL..
air, monthly income $310.00. drapes, attached garage. $125.00 she said Thursda. "It's ruining
'Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Murray,two bedroom. Phone 753- puppies. Phone 753-1862 or 753A24C
Phone 753-6202 or 753-3648. A2IC per month. Phone 436-5479. A27C my stay at the seaside."
A24C
TFC 7856 or 753-2583.
9457.
Co. Rhone 753-4147.
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"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have Their Way"

PROTECT YOUR HOME!!

Call Today for
FREE INSPECTION
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KELLY,S TERMITE
and
PEST CONTROL

FRIGIDAIRE WASHER
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KELLEY'S TERMITE
and
PEST CONTROL
FREE! FREE!

-MEN-TRAVEL

This New 18 lb.

FRIGIDAIRE WASHER

will be given away completely FREE,
Sept. 4, 1971, at 4 o'clock
All you have to do is come by Ward-Elkins and register!
You do not have to be present to win. You may register
as many times as you are in town.

WASHER & CLOTHING

PREACHERMAN

to be Given Away Sept. 4, 1971, at 4 o'clock.
You Do Not have to be present to win!

WARD-ELKINS

Murray,

1

imaii

THIS COiiPON:

I

I
I

11:1

will send you
free information
on how you can

EARN BIG
MONEY IN
INCOME TAX
PREPARATION

Kentucky
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ara

AY', KENTUCKY
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Tv profile

on or off television
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Richard Long, the unflappable father
of "Nanny and the Professor," is a television veteran with three
previous series and hopes for dill others if and when "Nanny"
leaves the air.
Long starred in "Bourbon Street Beat,""?? Sunset Strip" and
four years in "The Big Valley."
Off-screen Long employs a nanny of sorts to look after his
home and family. But she isn't gifted with the magical powers of
Juliet Mills on the ABC series.
Long has been married to actress Mira Corday for 15 years,
and they are the parents of Carey, 14; Valerie, 13; and Gregory,
11.
An easy-going, humorous man, Long generally looks amused
by his surroundings. He and Mara are party-goers and can be seen
living it up at the homes of Hollywood s inveterate hostesses.
Their own home is a sprawling California casual on a half acre
of the most expensive area of the hills in the San Fernando valley.
There are five bedrooms, a den filled with books which Long
claims he never reads, and a family room with stereo and
television set. The actor says he sits at his desk at home and
ponders how to pay the bills.
The grounds are a riot of blooming flowers.
Long is a big man at the barbecue, frequently cooking in the
patio while sipping a highball.
"My best dish is leg of lamb basted in creme de menthe," he
says proudly. "Usually I drink the basting."
Throw parties
In addition of a wide circle of friends, whom they entertain at
small dinner partiest the Longs throw a blowout for 30 or 40
acquaintances every few months "to repay social obligations."
In addition to cooking, Long's other avocation is golf. He's a
top-flight _player with a 7 handicap. A member of the Riviera
Country Club, he manages to play three times a week when the
series is on hiatus.
On weekends the family pops off to Laguna Beach or simply
lazes around the pooL
"Nanny and the Professor" is filmed at 20th Centuty-Fox
which is a large pain for actor Long.
"I have to drive into the teeth of the traffic both ways," he

SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
EXECUTIVE VICE eltESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council

complains. "Sometimcsfit take, me more than an hour each way,
on t freeway."
Long is on the set at 8 a.ni. and home by 7 p.m. His hours are
less demanding than those of most television performers because
of the children on the show. State law limits the amount of time
youngsters can work.
Lone is a lifetime weight fighter: "Because I have an Irish face,
if I gain six pounds it shows. So I watch my diet and do
calisthnenics every morning when I'm working."
When he's not employed Richard Long aloesn't worry about
his waistline — or much else either.

SATURDAY—AUGUST 21, 1871
when it is opened up to the
outdoors. It becomes lighter,
brighter and appears much
more spacious. One way to give
a room these advantages Is to
Install a gliding patio door that
opens onto a deck, terrace or
Patio
Gliding doors of ponderosa

pine with tempered insulating
glass open easily, close tightly
to prevent drafts, and keep
the room comfortable in winter by preventing heat lass.
Condensation on either the
glass or sash is avoided since
the combination of wood sash
and insulating glass gives the
greatest protection against cold
Inside surfaces.
Tempered glass used in to-

day's stock wood units is
strong, but if it should break.
It becomes harmless pellets
BABY APE
Bulu, the first orang-utang
born and raised in Britain, has
had a baby at London Zoo.
Keepers don't know its sex yet.
They're afraid to go too close in
case the mother abandons her
baby.

The Pri
Source of
In Murra
Calloway

United Press

Seen&IArour
Murrz

We spend the
Memphis attendin,
annual Conventi
Southeastern Shrine
15000 Shriners. Twe
the Murray Shrine C
which, we imagine,
large or larger perci
Shrine Club in the
attending.
PAT'S STAGE DEBUT—Mrs. Richard Nixon rides a stagecoach in Medford, Ore., where she turned over 426 acres
of former military installations to local communities as
part of the President's "Legacy of Parks" program.

Antique Fans: Protect
Your Finds At Home

Saw a lot or people
generally enjoyable

8 PERISH IN FIERY COLLISION—Spectators stare at the
‘% eckage after eight persons, including an infant,
burned to death and 10 others were injured in a chain

Chicago (NFS) — Antique
hunting, once a hobby of the
favored few, has become a fad
attracting hundreds of thousands of avid collectors.
Especially during the warm
weather, antique seekers, or
"junkers" as they're sometimes
called, swarm through farm
auctions, flea markets, and
second-hand shops, looking for
treasures of the past.
What happens when the
treasured antique Ls brought
home is something else. Too
often, improper care, and
especially inadequate indoor
humidity, can destroy its
beauty and value.
"SOME ANTIQUES stand
up pretty well -through the
years and then fall apart under
modern home conditions,
while other antiques that have
suffered because of neglect can
be restored and protected if
the environment is right,"
reports Bill Hamilton, a humidification specialist.
Hamilton is president of
Ultimatic Products, Inc., Rosemont, Ill., a maker of furnace
humidifiers for residential and
commercial use. He explains
that the lack of proper

Adults find it very difficult to understand the motivation and
hinking of youthful members al the protest movement in the
Jnited States. This movement can be said to have surfaced or
)ecember 2, 1964 when Mario Savio started his dirty word
xunpaign at the University of California, which was a declaratior
I war against the decencies and standards of civilized life in this
entry.
Mario Savio is an all but forgotten figure these days. Indeed the
xotest movement Imes up a variety of actors in its revolutionary
iramas on campuses and in city streets. For example, what':
humidity, and the variation of
*come of Mark Rudd,the young revolutionist who led the violent
humidity levels, can wreak
havoc with antiques that look
revolt on the campus of Columbia University in 1967? He also has
good in the summer, when
iropped out of sight.
humidity levels are fairly high.
The fate of each of the young rebels is an interesting story. But
"The problem is greatest in
more important is the underlying attitude in the protest
the winter, when the air inside
movement.The attitude gives us clues to the problems of our time
the home is dryest," he said.
and how best to deal with them.
"This dry indoor air acts like a
sponge, seeking to regain moisAn extremely helpful article regarding underlying attitudes has
ture by drawing it from everybeen published in the current issue of Encounter magazine, a
thing it touches — furniture,
British intellectual Journal. The author is Dr. Joachim Feat, a
carpeting, walls, woodwork,
young West German historian. "Behind all the names, slogans,
bookbindings, even from your
and emotional states," he says, "there lies an unmistakable
rejection of reality, a violent revulsion from the cool, technical
rationality of the present age."
PAINTS.OILS,and furniture
It is interesting that the majority of the young—non-radical as
polishes may do a surface job
well as radical—don't copy the personal styles of the astronauts,
of protection, but they can't
the authentic heroes of the age of science and engineering. Indeal with the problem as
stead, the young prefer the neo-primitive styles that began to
thoroughly as a good humidifier can. If antiques are your
develop as far back as 1962 with the emergence r.J the Beatles.
bag, you should seek to keep
Dr. Feat points out that the common characteristic of all the
the wintertime humidity level
protest groups of recent years was that their most important
in your home or apartment
problem was themselves. Their real search was for a kind of
between 3-.; and 45 per cent at
striking
for
all.
a
The
better
society
individual felicity, not for
an inside temperature of 72
disproportion between the tactical brilliance of the protest degrees.
movement and its flagrant inability to define its aims was the
Other precautions you can
result of this; for its members derived their real satisfaction, not take to preserve antiques and
from the realization of a revolutionary idea, but from the specific furnishings in general are keeping them out of direct, strong
operation on which they were engaged."
sunlight; away from sources of
Dr. Feat goes on to observe that this generation's denial of heat such as vents
and
reality is most tangibly expressed in drug-taking, saying that "it radiators; and away from doors
is significant that drugs are taken not in a spirit of intellectual and windows which can admit
adventure; the interest does not, as is frequently claimed, lie in cold drafts.
experiments in the expansion of consciousness, but in the very
opposite, the temporary extinction of consciousness, involvement
in group excursions into artificial paradises in pursuit of 'gods
without shoes or shirts'."
Unquestionably, there is a strong vein of primitivism and infantilism in the current protest movement—the fondness for body
paint and dirt, for example. The very language of the protest
movement, crude and brutal as it is, indicates a turning away
from civilized modes of life and communication.
Dr. Feat also relates the fondness for the primitive to the heroes
of the young revolutionaries--figures such as Che Guevara and
Ho OM Minh. These are revolutionaries who emerged in preindustrial areas of the world.
The radicals oripday, he adds, have a commitment that is
above all, an "attenIpt to over-come individual isolation by grout
experience and to dissolve individual life in the warmth of the
group.'"This description, of course, also fits the Hitler youtt
groups of the 1930's and other fanatical elements in the past.
It is ironic that the youth revolutionaries in the United State:
should reject reality as intolerable,for nowhere in the world is life
conifortable as it is in the United States. If the protester, hippie
w commune dweller becomes ill in an American city, he receive:
he best of medical treatment as an indigent case. Often the
wotesters live on food stamps, supplied by taxpaying citizens.
l'he protester who imagines that he is turning his back on
xspitalist society actually is protected by that society in a hun-,
ted ways.
It also is interesting that the protesters can turn their eyes frorr
he truly grim areas of the world—East Pakistan, for instance
LABOR IS KEY—Sen. Wilrrhere millions have died as a result of disease and starvation
liam Proxmire, D - Wis.,
tragi(
dangerous
or
ibe protesters don't ever think of going to the
tells newsmen at the Capivuntries and sharing the lot of the genuinely destitute or per
tol in Washington that orsecuted. No, they prefer to confine their protests to cornfortabl:
ganized labor holds the key
college campuses or cities where limousine liberals provide al
to the success of the economy after President Nixon's
sorts of amenities to protesters Truly, as Dr. Feat writes, th•
protesters are in flight from reality
current 90-day freeze.

reaction collision of five cars and two giant trucks on
busy U.S. 101 six miles north of Ventura, Calif. Traffic was backed up for five miles in both directions.

Met a lady who said]
never made a 'nista
lay wrong once, she
was right that time
he was wrong.

Met another lady
plained that her h
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BLANKET
•4-speed changer holds
six records, shuts off
automatically or repeats
last record.
•Postive selection indicator for 12, 10, and
7-inch records. 45-rpm
adapter included.
•Powerful 6" oval dynamic speaker,

•FM/AM
Radio/Phono
with 2-way Power.
Uses 4 "D" size flashlight batteries or standard AC outlet.
Big 31
/
2"dynamic speaker.
*Separate AC/DC phono
radio, and speed selection switches,

Compare •
at

(Continued on Pag
2.97 Each

•

34.95

Buy now at tremendous savings. Save an additional 10% for
2 days on these 50% Polyester, 50% Rayon, lock nap finish,
plaid and stripe blankets with satin binding in pink/yellow,
blue/aqua. Size: 72 x 90.

LP RECORDS
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MOUTHWASH
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The Wea
cri====comin
By United Press IL
Partly cloudy throt
with widely scatt
dershowers Monday
east portion Monday
Important temperatu
Highs today and Tie
110s
Lows tonight
Extended ray

Our Price
List
Price
or yellow gold.
ond MINIS
models
with
smart leatherlike straps.
Compare at 16.99

8"

100 Count
Plastic
SPOONS & FORKS

47

600 COUNT
NOTEBOOK PAPE

5'1

Reg. 970
Limit 2

Our entire stock of 4.88
LP's reduced $1.00 for 2
days only. Country, Pop,
Sacred.

SCOTT OR VIVA
TOWELS

for

The extended wea
for Kintudty from
through Fridaylbw;
showers Thursday an
portion Friday.
partly cloudy with litt
in temperatures. Loll
highs mostly in the I

100

Limit 2
High quality paper fits two or
threwring bind•rs. Price good
through Aug. 22 only.

SOFT WEAVE
TOILET TISSUE
Twin Pack

Oral hygienic mouthwash
and gargle. 12-oz. size

KLEENEX 200s

Reg. 440
Each
Reg. 330 Each

Limit 3

Or 330
W W Each

White or decorator colors.

Or 270
Each
500 Two-ply tissues.
White or assorted colors.

Phone: 753-8777

• Limit 4
200 tissues to box.
White or assorted colors.

4-WEBS FROM(
Included these club
Larry Cunningham,
agent); Garrott Lye
John Williams, KU I

